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Jean-Claude Saada 


Founder, Chairman and CEO 


Contact










Jean-Claude brings more than 35 years of leadership, vision and passionate commitment to Cambridge and its activities. He works with community leaders and healthcare executives to champion the development of communities and facilities that support healthy, mindful living, made easy. Jean-Claude has represented Cambridge in the World Economic Forum’s Global Growth Companies Community. Best known for its annual winter meeting in Davos, Switzerland, the World Economic Forum is an independent international organization committed to improving the state of the world by engaging business, political and academic leaders to shape global, regional and industry agendas. Jean-Claude’s honors and appointments related to health, education and the arts have included: Chairman of the Advisory Board of the Alcuin School, which serves Montessori and International Baccalaureate students; Board of Trustees of the Dallas Museum of Art; Founder and Chairman of the Saada Foundation, which supports advancements in healthcare and education; and Founder and Chairman of the Cambridge Mindful Living Foundation, which supports personal, community and global health initiatives. Additional previous appointments include the Advisory Board of the Thunderbird School of Global Management and the Boards of Directors of the Make-A-Wish Foundation of North Texas and MediSend International. Presently, he serves on the Executive Advisory Council of the George W. Bush Presidential Center. Jean-Claude holds three degrees: Master of Business Administration, Master of Science (engineering) and Bachelor of Science (engineering), all from Case Western Reserve University. Jean-Claude loves his family, his colleagues and racing cars (in that order, of course!) and is an émigré from Lebanon, gratefully living the American dream.
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Francis Sapienza 


Executive Vice President & Chief Development Officer 


Contact










Francis brings nearly 40 years in design, construction and management of commercial real estate, with 35+ years’ emphasis in healthcare. Francis leads our development, design & construction team. Since joining Cambridge in 1994, he has managed development projects nationwide, including medical office buildings, outpatient surgery and diagnostic centers and hospitals, and mixed-use developments that feature medical, commercial office, retail and residential. Before joining Cambridge, Francis worked as Project Manager/Coordinator for Mouton Construction Corporation, managing/coordinating commercial and school projects totaling over $80 million. As Director of Contract Administration for Segura, Beyt and Associates, a hospital architectural firm, he administered 30 medical construction projects during a three-year period. As Project Manager for American Medical International, Francis managed and coordinated more than 50 hospital campus projects. Finally, as Director of Design and Construction for Epic Healthcare, Francis managed planning, design and construction of 150 healthcare projects. During his career thus far, Francis has managed the design, construction and development of more than $1 billion on medical and commercial projects in 17 states. He holds a Bachelor of Science in Construction from Louisiana State University and is therefore an avid LSU Tigers fan. Francis hails from New Iberia, Louisiana, and is our resident (Italian) Cajun.
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Leslie DeShazer 


Executive Vice President & Chief Marketing Officer 


Contact










Leslie brings 35 years of senior-level marketing experience, the past 25 years at Cambridge. Her background includes two decades in healthcare service and medical real estate marketing, including all digital platforms and print media, writing and design of a large-circulation quarterly medical journal, healthcare consumer information and advertising campaigns, and national referral source initiatives generating significant gains in patient volumes for physicians. At Cambridge, Leslie specializes in corporate business planning, branding, marketing strategy & execution, and public & media relations. She holds a Master of Business Administration in Health Services Management from the University of Dallas and a Bachelor of Fine Arts from Southern Methodist University (both conferred with honors) and has won numerous national and international awards for her work. She is a member of the American College of Healthcare Executives and the Urban Land Institute. A Mississippi native, Leslie loves traveling with her husband, visiting family, and hanging out with her two grown children every chance she gets.
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Roman Bogoslavsky 


Chief Investment Officer 


Contact










Roman is responsible for all aspects of the Company’s acquisitions, financings and capital markets initiatives, including evaluating investment opportunities and negotiating transactions. Additionally, Roman heads up Cambridge’s hospitality and hotel initiatives. He has senior level management experience in commercial real estate, healthcare and infrastructure involving corporate finance, M&A transactions, development and financial planning. Prior to joining Cambridge in 2003, Roman was Vice President of Acquisitions at American Tower Corporation and Vice President of Investment and Portfolio Management at Crow Holdings. He has also held positions at Smith Barney/Citigroup and Transamerica. Roman is a member of the Urban Land Institute, the Real Estate Council, the American College of Healthcare Executives and the Healthcare Financial Management Association. He holds a Masters in Business Administration from Southern Methodist University and a Bachelor of Business Administration from the University of St. Thomas in Houston. Roman has been honored by the Dallas Business Journal as a Top 40-Under-40 professional as well as recognized by D CEO Magazine as one of Real Estate’s 17 Up-And-Coming Thirty-Somethings.
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Scott Dyche 


General Counsel 


Contact










As General Counsel, Scott is responsible for the operation and management of Cambridge’s legal department. Scott advises the corporate team on all legal matters and transactions. His work includes drafting and negotiating agreements, managing outside counsel, advising on and managing acquisitions, dispositions, and mergers, and handling legal compliance and risk management. Previously, he was General Counsel and Chief Compliance Officer of Trammell Crow Company, LLC, a commercial real estate development company. Scott has more than 30 years’ experience practicing law in both private practice and corporate settings.  He holds a Juris Doctorate from the University of Texas School of Law and a Bachelor of Arts from Duke University. Outside of the office, Scott plays aggressively mediocre guitar in a cover band and is blessed with three beautiful daughters.
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Steve Toton 


Chief Financial Officer 


Contact










As Chief Financial Officer, Steve brings with him a strong financial and transactional background to Cambridge. Leveraging his extensive experience in strategic management, mergers, acquisitions, and dispositions, Steve is responsible for all corporate and property financial matters. Prior to joining Cambridge in 2004, Steve worked for Washington Mutual where he was responsible for underwriting commercial mortgage-backed securities for various property types. He began his career working in asset management and loan servicing before progressing to a Finance Manager for an apartment/high-rise condominium developer in Dallas overseeing all property financial functions. Steve holds a Bachelor’s of Business Administration in Finance from Baylor University and a Master’s of Science in Real Estate Finance from the University of Texas at Arlington. Steve keeps us laughing (and, occasionally, squirming) with his considerable talent as a videographer.
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Wendy Martin 


Senior Vice President of Property Operations 


Contact










Wendy joined Cambridge in 2002 as a lease administrator.  In her 20+ years, she has experience in not only lease review, but project due diligence, new construction development and leasing, and property management.  She currently oversees property operations, providing leadership for Cambridge’s property management and facility engineering teams across the United States. Her collaborative style and commitment to excellence have been instrumental in building the tenant service model for which Cambridge is widely recognized (60 prestigious service awards and counting). And her understanding of our tenants and the overall development process is essential and allows us to customize our top-notch management for each of our projects. Wendy’s responsibilities include property staffing, training and development; tenant retention, customer relations and quality assurance; property events and community engagement. She has worked in residential and commercial real estate since 1997 and was employed by the Staubach Company before joining Cambridge. Wendy loves dancing around the house with her two children, Landry & Vann, and enjoying a glass of wine on her back porch after the kids have gone to bed.
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Alan Aschenbrenner 


Senior Vice President of Development 


Contact










Alan brings 20 years of experience envisioning and designing urban, mixed-use projects, planned communities, multi-family and single family homes as well as retail and cultural projects across the United States and internationally. At Cambridge, he guides project visioning; creates conceptual designs; provides architectural stewardship, assuring consistent design execution throughout the project development process; and works with the development and marketing teams to produce proposals and sales materials. Most recently, Alan was a partner with 505Design and focused much of his work on building new business and on crafting and executing idea-based project visioning for developments like oneC1TY Nashville. He has deep understanding of the qualities that make places both remarkable and memorable as well as the skill set to help deliver on the vision. Alan holds a BFA in Interior Design from Marywood University and a Masters of Architecture from Miami University. He is a member of the ULI Community Development Council (gold flight), the International Council of Shopping Centers, a graduate of Leadership Charlotte class 20 and a former AmeriCorps Volunteer. Alan’s most rewarding experience was a 3-year stint as a stay-at-home dad for his newborn twins and 3-year old. He and his wife Michele and their boys Ellery, Simon and Oliver live a very full life in Fort Mill, South Carolina.
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Steve Wheeler 


Senior Vice President of Development and Leasing 


Contact










Steve is an experienced healthcare real estate executive with skills in budgeting, leasing, project management, feasibility, and business development. His role at Cambridge, in coordination with our development and leasing teams, spans the entire project development process: from market analysis in the pre-development stage to physician and hospital tenant leasing and project management. Steve joins Cambridge following 22 years in similar positions with Johnson Healthcare Real Estate, where he was the executive in charge of the Dallas office; Duke Realty, Trammell Crow Company, and Healthcare Realty Trust. Steve holds a Master of Business Administration from Southern Methodist University and a Bachelor of Engineering from Vanderbilt University. Outside the office, Steve is a respectably average gardener and DIY handyman, so you can usually find him working in the yard or playing with power tools (or sometimes both).
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Meighan Williams 


Vice President of Development & Leasing 


Contact










Meighan brings a broad range of experience in transactions, project management, sustainability, development, and strategic planning to Cambridge’s development team. She focuses on building the company’s portfolio through the development of new medical office, wellness, and healthcare-anchored mixed-use projects. Meighan joins Cambridge following 12 years of real estate experience. Most recently, she served as the Director of Development with Johnson Healthcare Real Estate, and Senior Program Manager at Lincoln Property Company. Meighan is a licensed Texas Real Estate Agent, is active in the Urban Land Institute Health, Education & Life Science Council and Association of Medical Facilities Professionals in North Texas. Additionally, she holds a dual degree in Political Science & Environmental Science from the University of Vermont. You will find Meighan, her husband Jerry and son Bradshaw adventuring in Dallas, enjoying bike trails, live music and cheering their favorite team, the Green Bay Packers!
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Logan Scow 


Vice President of Development 


Contact










Logan began his career by pursuing two of his greatest passions, healthcare and design/development of real estate. Since then, he has continually expanded his skills and knowledge through his 20 years of industry experience as a General Contractor with Layton Construction, Project Manager at Banner Health, and Program Director / Executive Director at Steward Health/CREF.  As a member of the Cambridge team, he is focused on expanding the company’s portfolio throughout the western United States.  Logan began his undergraduate education at Dixie State University studying Biology and is currently pursuing a degree in Business Administration at Grand Canyon University. Outside the office, Logan is an avid outdoorsman who can often be found enjoying the mountains with his children backpacking, mountain biking, kayaking, fishing, and shooting sports.
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Lauren Mowery 


Vice President of Operations & Culture 


Contact










A dedicated member of our organization since 1995, Lauren is known as the keeper and promoter of Cambridge’s culture. She oversees daily operations at Cambridge’s headquarters as well as ensuring that offsite offices are established and managed efficiently. In her Culture role, Lauren focuses on employee relations; supervises human resources functions, including employee benefits negotiation, selection and administration; oversees Cambridge’s ongoing health and wellness initiative; identifies and selects superior talent for our corporate and property teams; and directs company events. Anyone who knows Lauren will agree, she brings an abundance of class to everything she does. Away from work, she specializes in cooking southern comfort foods like crispy iron skillet cornbread. In deference to her leadership role in health and wellness, she balances that activity with a newfound appreciation of yoga.
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John Peterson 


Vice President of Accounting 


Contact










With more than 20 years of accounting experience and more than 10 years focused on real estate, John brings a passion for team building and process improvement to the Cambridge organization. His duties include maintenance of accounting records, reducing costs, and improving productivity while overseeing corporate and property accounting. Prior to joining Cambridge, John worked as Assistant Controller with CBRE in the transaction accounting department, as well as leading accounting teams for real estate developers JPI and The LaSalle Group.  John holds a Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting from Texas A&M University and is a Certified Public Accountant.  On the weekends, you can find John at a ballfield coaching his two sons’ baseball teams.
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Carol Cumbie IIDA, LEED AP, ID +C WELL AP 


Vice President of Development 


Contact










Carol’s distinctive mark can be seen across Cambridge’s portfolio in the high quality of interior design displayed on every project. Carol’s refined sense of style paired with her practical approach; prove that, in the right hands, tasteful environments need not be cost-prohibitive. Carol’s responsibilities include all phases of interior design and management: budgeting, programming, schematic design, design development, construction documents and construction administration. Previous experience includes positions with the architectural firms Perkins + Will and Hellmuth Obata + Kassabaum; design projects representing a wide range of industries, including financial, medical, residential, corporate and educational; and interior design of the first LEED-accredited K-12 school in North Texas. Carol holds a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Texas at Arlington, a National Council for Interior Design Qualifications certification and is a LEED Accredited Professional. Carol keeps us all looking good!
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Samantha Buell 


Vice President of Development 


Contact










With architectural, visioning, and planning experience in retail, mixed-use, multifamily, single-family, hospitality, and civic projects. Internationally and across the United States, Sam brings creative visioning and design leadership to the Cambridge team. She is passionate about thoughtful designs that are authentic and meaningful to end users. At Cambridge, she guides architecture and planning efforts throughout the project design process. She works with the development, leasing, and marketing teams by translating design and cultural ideas into proposals, presentations, and sales materials that resonate with the target audience. Her specialty lies at the intersections of architecture, culture, brand, and site to create healthy, mindful, and memorable places. Sam holds a Bachelor of Arts in Architecture and Master of Architecture, Summa Cum Laude from The University of North Carolina, Charlotte. She is a licensed Architect in North Carolina and a long-term member of ICSC and is an ICSC CenterBuild Leader Under 40. She holds a fondness for bluewater sailing and freediving, but when she’s landlocked, you can find her mountain biking with her husband and dog.
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Adam Fritcher 


Assistant General Counsel 


Contact










As Cambridge Holdings’ Corporate Counsel, Adam provides a broad range of support to the legal and corporate teams. His work includes negotiating contracts and leases, monitoring due diligence of acquisitions and mergers, and managing real estate and business contracts. Adam holds a Juris Doctor from The University of Texas School of Law and a Bachelor of Arts in Economics and Finance from The University of Dallas.  After graduating law school, Adam worked as an associate within the real estate practice group of an international law firm, where he handled a wide array of matters involving acquisition, disposition, leasing, financing and development of real estate. Most recently, Adam served as Corporate Counsel for the nation’s largest operator of freestanding emergency rooms, where he oversaw all legal matters relating to the development, construction, financing and lease administration of the company’s 100+ medical facilities. Adam enjoys hikes with his family and spending time at the family ranch.
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Bill Boyd 


Director of Development & Leasing 


Contact










Bill brings 7 years of experience in healthcare real estate with skills in business development, budgeting, market analysis, development, and strategic planning. His role at Cambridge focuses on building the company’s portfolio through the development and leasing of medical office, wellness, and healthcare anchored mixed-use projects. Bill has served in development with United Surgical Partners, Tenet Healthcare, and most recently led the development efforts in Texas for Caddis Partners. Bill holds a Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting and MBA from Baylor University.  He is actively involved in the community by serving on the State Fair of Texas Chairman’s Task Force and the Junior Advisory Board for a local bank. Outside of the office, Bill enjoys spending time with his wife, Emily and their daughter, playing golf, and fly fishing.  
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Kathy Leftwich 


Accounting Manager 


Contact










With more than 40 years of accounting experience and 17 years at Cambridge, Kathy brings organization, drive and an admirable work ethic to her role of managing our accounting department. Her roles include: managing financials for numerous entities, overseeing construction project budgets, maintaining all accounting records, as well as managing accounting for Team Cambridge, Cambridge’s 177-member triathlon team. Kathy is much loved for her positive attitude and easy smile, and she is a frequent participant in Cambridge’s yoga program. Away from work, Kathy enjoys family and traveling, often with her grandchildren.
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Caitlin Arnold 


Community & Marketing Manager, oneC1TY Nashville 


Contact










Caitlin joined the Cambridge team as Marketing Manager for oneC1TY Nashville in 2019. Her roles include promoting oneC1TY to office, residential, retail tenants and visitors; as well as managing campus activation and community events. Additionally, Caitlin serves a key role in maintaining positive relationships with our tenants and assisting in property management activities. Caitlin holds a Bachelor of Science in Mass Communication and Theater from Lander University. Prior to joining our team, Caitlin worked for a digital agency where she provided marketing assets, web and graphic design, as well as in-depth visual reports for clients. Outside of the office, Caitlin enjoys spending time with family, travelling and exploring Nashville’s brunch scene on the weekends!
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Kim McFarland 


Development Manager 


Contact










From project inception through completion of construction and building occupancy, Kim is the “go to” person in the Development Department for up-to-the-minute project information. Kim manages and catalogues architectural and contractor documentation, tracks construction changes, coordinates applications for city and regulatory agency approvals, assists with the tenant improvement construction process, and designs and implements interior and exterior project signage. Her meticulous attention to detail and talent for managing multiple processes simultaneously form the perfect skill set for her role. Kim’s previous experience includes office and project management positions with two general contracting firms, a drilling company and a communications company. Around Cambridge, she’s known for her high energy and fast pace; away from the office, she slows down a bit to dote on family and grandkids.
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Lisa Lewis 


Executive Assistant 


Contact










Since joining Cambridge in 2002, Lisa has been the executive assistant to Cambridge’s Founder, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Jean-Claude Saada. Lisa loves being part of a fun, vibrant, growing company. She thrives on order and has a tendency to “sweat the small stuff,” which is a good thing in this case. She is responsible for helping Jean-Claude manage his time and acts as a liaison when he is unavailable. Her acute attention to detail and organizational skills make her an essential asset to the entire company. During off hours, Lisa enjoys the outdoors, gardening, and refinishing furniture.
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Priyesh Patel 


Technology Project Manager 


Contact










As Technology Project Manager, Priyesh has a multitude of talents that make him a vital asset to Cambridge’s operations. His role includes the planning, design, coordination, and implementation of technical aspects a project may encounter, from its inception to its conclusion. With his English wit, Priyesh notes that patience, sarcasm and “moving around the office like a Ninja” are critical to his role. Priyesh studied Electronic and Electrical Installation/Servicing at South Thames College in London … and was once a Police Officer. Outside of work, he is the proud dad of a baby boy, and a sports enthusiast – Mixed Martial Arts, Taekwondo, Football (or Soccer, as it’s known on this side of the pond) and Scuba Diving.
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Meghan Shaw 


Accounting Manager 


Contact










Having been a part of Cambridge’s accounting department for over 10 years, Meghan currently handles finances related to Cambridge properties, from the construction phase through tenant management as our Accounting Manager. Her determination and dedication to handling tasks effectively and efficiently make her a key asset to Cambridge’s accounting department. She loves her job and is always seeking new challenges (including being Cambridge’s stand-in yoga instructor when duty calls). Outside the office, Meghan is a self-described “adrenaline junkie” with a well-known love of travel and adventure. Her ongoing passion for learning has recently earned her a Bachelor of Accounting degree from Colorado State University. Go Meghan!
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Jolene Wilson CMCP 


Property Manager 


Contact










Jolene joined the Cambridge team in 2022 as Property Manager. In her role, she maintains positive relationships with tenants, coordinates property events, manages vendor contracts, processes property accounting, and oversees lease and insurance compliance. Throughout her career, she has overseen a variety of local and national portfolios, including single-family residential, industrial, retail, and office/medical properties. Jolene holds a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration and Management from San Jose State University. She has a Texas Real Estate license, is a Certified Manager of Commercial Properties (CMCP) and is pursuing a Certified Property Manager (CPM) designation from the Institute of Real Estate Management (IREM). Most recently, Jolene was honored by IREM as a “30 Under 30” award recipient recognizing the next generation of real estate management leaders. She is an active member in the IREM Dallas Chapter and BOMA Greater Dallas. Outside of work, Jolene enjoys spending time with her two children and being outdoors.
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Patricia "Patty" Baumann 


Research & Development Manager 


Contact










Patty’s role allows her to work with different colleagues on a variety of projects and assignments, some ongoing and some one-off – and always valued. Among her tasks: tenant lease reviews, lease abstracting, accounting support, market research, and idea generation, which is perhaps her greatest strength among many. Patty loves to learn, as evidenced by her fluency in five languages (basic in a sixth – and always willing to tackle a seventh!), her desire to be part of a team and to be surrounded by people from all over the world. Patty has a Bachelor of Science in Business Management from Lebanese American University (Beirut) and her experience includes brokerage, client liaison, and translation services in the insurance industry. In addition, Patty did budgeting and production work with the BBC World Service for program streams in Francophone and Lusophone Africa and the Middle East. Away from work, Patty loves painting, reading, traveling, and mothering her two teenage children.
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Craig Bagley 


Senior Accountant 


Contact










Craig joined Cambridge in 2019 and plays an important role in the accounting department as our Senior Accountant. He deals directly with Cambridge’s properties for all accounts payable and receivables, as well as corporate operational accounting functions. His attention to detail and organization skills make him a key asset to our organization. Craig holds a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry from The University of Oklahoma, a Masters in Theology from Southwestern Seminary and is currently pursuing a Masters of Professional Accountancy from University of Texas at Arlington. Outside of the office, Craig is an active member in his church, enjoys reading, and spending time with his wife and three children.
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Diane Chapman 


Controller 


Contact










Having started her career with Cambridge in 1996, Diane is a dedicated member of the team. As controller, she manages cash flow for all Cambridge entities and works closely with the accounting department. Her duties include: the production of consolidated financial statements; maintenance of accounting records; and creation of a comprehensive set of controls and budgets designed to mitigate risk, enhance Cambridge’s reported financial results and comply with state and federal government reporting requirements and tax filings. Diane holds a Bachelor of Science from Southern Methodist University and a Masters in Management and Administrative Services with an emphasis in Accounting from University of Texas, Dallas. Diane loves that effort is appreciated at Cambridge. She enjoys spending time with her grandchildren, reading and crafting. We love that she bakes a great Lefse (Scandinavian potato bread, a special holiday treat).
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Anthony Sapienza 


Development Project Manager 


Contact










As our Development Project Manager, Anthony assists our development team with project quality control, site report documentation, construction archiving, and media development. Anthony holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Audio Engineering Technologies from Belmont University as well as a license from the FAA to operate and pilot unmanned aircraft.  During his collegiate career, he interned at Reba McEntire’s Studio, Starstruck Entertainment setting up sessions for artists like Justin Timberlake and the late Merle Haggard. Since graduating high school, he has lived in four states, but Texas has and always be home to him. Outside of the office, Anthony enjoys playing guitar, trying new recipes, working out, watching the latest blockbuster hits, and hitting up karaoke night at any local watering hole.   
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Luciano Lara 


Senior Associate of Finance & Capital Markets 


Contact










Luke serves as Senior Associate of Finance & Capital Markets, which involves evaluating acquisition and development investment opportunities for Cambridge Holdings.  Formerly with Westmount Realty Capital and Civitas Capital, he brings deep experience in private equity asset management, primarily of institutional mixed-use assets on both the debt and equity sides of the capital stack.  Luke was also Vice President at Avison Young, where he transacted over 1.25 million square feet of office space, industrial and land assignments on behalf of corporate users across the country. He started his career in public accounting with KPMG’s Chicago office, where he audited the portfolios of private equity groups in the alternative investments sector.  Luke is a member of the Urban Land Institute, NAIOP, and the CCIM Institute.  He holds a BBA from the University of Notre Dame and an MBA from the University of Texas at Dallas.  Luke spends his leisure time traveling with family and enjoying outdoor sports.
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Blake Holland 


Technology Administrator 


Contact










Blake joined our team in 2021 as our Technology Administrator. His roles include providing IT support to employees, setting up new technology, maintaining current technology, and shaping a technological space for Cambridge to thrive in. Blake has worked in IT for 11 years and is currently pursuing a Cyber Security degree at Richland College. He has always been a computer fanatic. As a child, he would build computers with his father. Outside the office, Blake enjoys: watching soccer and football games, smoking meats, playing online games, and spending time with his daughter and wife.
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Stan Cherry 


Project Manager 


Contact










Stan has more than 20 years’ experience in equipment repair, maintenance and building engineering. Stan takes part in project/site meetings; facilitates safety requirements; and ensures quality workmanship throughout oneC1TY. Stan is well known by colleagues and tenants for his reliability and trustworthiness. He appreciates being a part of a project that is working to improve the community of West Nashville. Away from work, Stan enjoys spending time with his grandsons and nephews, and is an avid hunter. 
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Randy Ardoin 


Facilities Manager 


Contact










Randy just recently relocated to Texas and oversees that maintenance for our properties in the DFW area.  He also continues to manage and maintains our Baton Rouge, Louisiana hospital, and medical office building property and ensures quality assurance and excellent service to our valued tenants. With a decade of hospital maintenance management experience, Randy thrives on troubleshooting. He wears many different hats and uses his considerable talent, creativity (and not a small dose of charm) to solve problems. Away from work, Randy enjoys spending time with family and traveling and is an avid football fan.
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Robbie Ceja 


Building Engineer 


Contact










Robbie Ceja joined the Cambridge team in 2019 as a building engineer for our DFW property portfolio.  His role includes maintaining our medical office buildings, performing hands-on routine repairs and preventive maintenance on equipment, and coordinating and supervising repairs through outside contractors. He has 15 years of experience in medical maintenance and served in the United States Marine Corp.   Away from work, Robbie likes to spend time watching movies and sports, and listening to music with his family.
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Edmy Bonilla 


Corporate Receptionist 


Contact










Edmy joined the Cambridge team in 2017 as our Corporate Receptionist. Her roles include helping to coordinate company events, assisting with office administration needs and planning our healthy Monday lunches. Edmy is currently enrolled at the University of Texas at Arlington, where she is pursuing a Bachelor of Science in Business Administration. Outside of school and work, she enjoys spending time with family and friends.
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Suzie Khoury 


Fitness Instructor and Massage Therapist 









Suzie began working with Cambridge in 2018 as our Fitness Instructor and Massage Therapist. Her roles include assisting employees in exercises to promote a healthy lifestyle, providing information on fitness and health issues, and helping our team heal and relax with massages. She runs popular group workouts for employees in Cambridge’s gym several times each week. Suzie has been a licensed massage therapist for 15 years and an NASM Certified Personal Trainer for eight years. She holds a Bachelor’s degree in Exercise and Sport Science with a Minor in Business from Texas State University at San Marcos, and a certification in NASM – Fitness Nutrition. In her free time, you can find Suzie traveling to exotic beaches, spending time with loved ones, training for a triathlon, cooking, meditating, reading, and, of course – working out!
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Brett Brodnax 


USPI 
 President & CEO 









Brett Brodnax serves as President and CEO of Dallas-based United Surgical Partners International (USPI), the largest ambulatory surgery platform in the United States with more than 465 surgical facilities.

With more than three decades of industry leadership and experience, Brett oversees strategy and operations for USPI’s entire portfolio of ambulatory surgical facilities. A purpose-driven leader known for delivering excellent business results, Brett ensures that the Company’s mission remains part of USPI’s everyday culture.

Throughout his tenure at USPI, Brett has served in multiple leadership roles, including: Senior Vice President, Executive Vice President, Chief Development Officer, and President. He became Chief Executive Officer of the Company in November 2018.

Prior to joining USPI in 1999, Brett served as an Assistant Vice President at Baylor Health Care System, which was one of the founding partners of USPI.

Brett is a graduate of Texas A&M University, where he received bachelor’s and master’s degrees in industrial engineering. He also earned a Master of Business Administration from The University of Texas at Dallas.
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Kelvin Baggett 


McKesson 
 EVP & Chief Impact Officer (former) 









Kelvin Baggett was Chief Impact Officer at McKesson Corporation from 2020-2022, where he had the global responsibility for McKesson’s strategy and execution related to Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI); sustainability and Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) strategy; community relations; social impact; and philanthropy through the McKesson Foundation.

Prior to joining McKesson, he served as Managing Director at Posterity Capital Group and Senior Advisor at Pharos Capital Group, a middle-market equity firm. Formerly, he served as the Chief Operating Officer for Health Care Navigator (HCN), responsible for improving the performance of privately held, domestic, multistate operating companies.

He was also the Senior Vice President of Clinical Operations & Chief Clinical Officer for Tenet Healthcare, having initially joined as Chief Medical Officer. Before joining Tenet, he was Chief Operating Officer and VP of Clinical Strategies at HCA Healthcare.

In May 2020, Kelvin was appointed by Dallas Mayor Eric Johnson as the city’s first COVID-19 Health and Healthcare Access Czar to enhance collaboration in response to the pandemic. He was also recognized as one of the 2012 Top 25 Minority Executives in Healthcare and ranked 25 in the 50 Most Influential Physician Executives – 2015.

Kelvin completed his training in Internal Medicine at Yale University School of Medicine as well as advanced training as a Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholar in the Department of Medicine at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, and as a General Internal Medicine Fellow at the Duke University School of Medicine.

He  earned a Bachelor of Science Degree in Biology from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, a Doctor of Medicine Degree from the East Carolina University School of Medicine, a Master of Public Health Degree from the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, and a Master of Business Administration from the Fuqua School of Business at Duke University.
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Michael B. Coleman 


Ice Miller 
 Partner in Charge Government Law Group 









Michael B. Coleman has established a national reputation as a transformational leader in business, law, government, and the civic arena. Skilled at bringing people together, Michael has a history of collaboration craftsmanship leading to viable solutions of complex problems. His long history of transformational leadership is manifested in leading roles in a nearly 400-attorney law firm, corporate board responsibility, and as the City of Columbus’ longest-serving and first African American mayor. Known as a progressive leader and a pro-business mayor, Michael played an instrumental role in expanding business and employment opportunities and in making Columbus the sought-after business destination it is today.

Michael’s leadership in law is recognized through his role as Partner-in-Charge of Ice Miller’s Government Law Group and listing as a Government Relations Practice Best Lawyer in America in 2020, 2021 and 2022. He blends advocacy with strategy to create dynamic partnerships between business, government, real estate development, and urban policy furthering the city’s vibrant and thriving reputation. Michael represented 5 of the region’s top 10 real estate developments in 2019 and some of the city’s largest developers in 2020, 2021 and 2022 totaling approximately $1B in real estate development value.

Michael’s leadership in business is evidenced by his work on the board of directors of Advanced Drainage Systems (NYSE:WMS) serving as the chair of the Sustainability Committee. He also serves as an organizing board member of Adelphi Bank, an anticipated minority-owned and controlled bank.

In addition, Michael holds board positions with multiple non-profit organizations including OhioHealth, Ohio Mayors Alliance Foundation, Columbus Museum of Art, and KIPP Columbus Schools. He is a founding member of the African American Mayors Association, and Chair of the Board of Advisors of The Ohio State University’s John Glenn College of Public Affairs. Michael is immediate past chair of The Columbus Downtown Development Corporation and serves as a member of the Columbus Chamber of Commerce until the end of 2022.

As a four-term Mayor, Michael built visions, collaborations, and strategies that consistently exceeded goals. His impact reached from revitalizing forgotten neighborhoods to reimagining the entire downtown landscape, saving the city from financial ruin, and advancing forward-thinking concepts to inspire a smarter, stronger, and more sustainable capital city. Facilitating these achievements required managing annual capital and operating budgets of approximately $2B, leadership of 9,000 employees, and acquisition of $7B in private investment.

Prior to serving as Mayor, Michael was a partner with Schottenstein Zox & Dunn Co., LPA, which later combined with Ice Miller in 2012. Michael earned his Bachelor’s degree in Political Science from the University of Cincinnati and his Law degree from the University of Dayton School of Law, and he is the recipient of six honorary Doctorate degrees.

Michael is a prolific public speaker on topics such as economic development, neighborhood revitalization, environmental stewardship, leadership challenges, and racial reconciliation. In addition, his expertise in the areas of leadership, sustainability, and urban economic development has been cited in multiple books and other publications.

Michael has been recognized nationally with numerous honors and awards including Ebony Magazine’s Power 100 designation, The International Economic Development Council (IEDC) Chairman’s Award for Lifetime Achievement in Economic Development, the National Urban League Living Legend Award, and the Columbus Chamber of Commerce Columbus Award. He is admitted to the Library of Congress as a History Maker. Michael is consistently recognized by local publications as one of Columbus’ most influential business leaders.

Numerous foundations, awards, scholarships, and building dedications have been named after him, including The Michael B. Coleman Government Center, public spaces, and other structures. Michael has recently been admitted to the Junior Achievement Business Leaders Hall of Fame.
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Ken Hersh 


George W. Bush Presidential Center 
 President & CEO 









Kenneth A. Hersh, is President and Chief Executive Officer of the George W. Bush Presidential Center, a Dallas-based non-partisan institution which houses the George W. Bush Presidential Library and Museum and the George W. Bush Institute. Mr. Hersh focuses on executing the Bush Center’s mission to promote policy solutions and public engagement that ensure opportunity for all, strengthen democracy, and advance free societies. In this capacity, he is a frequent writer and speaker on topics ranging from economics and geopolitics to the energy industry and financial markets.

He is the Co-Founder and former CEO of NGP Energy Capital Management, one of the largest natural resources private equity investment firms, managing over $20 billion of cumulative committed capital since inception in 1988. Until 2016, Mr. Hersh served as NGP’s Chief Executive Officer. From 1988 until 2016, under his leadership, NGP invested over $12 billion and earned a 27-year annualized rate of return of 30%, making it one of the nation’s leading private equity firms during that period.

Mr. Hersh also manages his family investment office and serves as Senior Advisor to The Carlyle Group’s natural resources division. He sits on the boards of the Texas Rangers Baseball Club and numerous private companies in which he invests. In addition, Mr. Hersh serves on the Board of Overseers of the Hoover Institution and is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations, the National Council of the American Enterprise Institute, and the Dean’s Council of the Harvard Kennedy School. Mr. Hersh served on the Advisory Council of Stanford University’s Graduate School of Business from 2009 through 2015.

In 2023, his book, The Fastest Tortoise: Winning in Industries I Knew Nothing About, will be released which chronicles his life’s lessons which evolved from his many business and personal experiences.

In 2020, Mr. Hersh received the L. Frank Pitts Energy Leadership Award presented by the SMU Cox School of Business for demonstrating outstanding leadership and innovation in the field of energy. In 2017, he received the Oil & Gas Council’s Lifetime Achievement Award, and in 2014, he was recognized as Master Entrepreneur of the Year for the Southwest Region by Ernst & Young’s Entrepreneur of the Year program.

Mr. Hersh is also very involved in the nonprofit arena both nationally and locally on a personal basis and through the efforts of the Hersh Foundation. He sits on the boards of the Global War on Terrorism Memorial Foundation, the Dallas Citizens Council, and the Baylor Scott & White Dallas Foundation, and serves on the Advisory Council of The Asian American Foundation. From 1998 through 2015, Mr. Hersh served on the board of St. Mark’s School of Texas, where he held numerous positions including President from 2010 through 2012.

In 2019, Mr. Hersh received the Henry Cohn Humanitarian Award, presented by the Texoma region of the Anti- Defamation League for his work in advancing the cause of human rights, dignity, and equal opportunity. In 2015, he received the St. Mark’s School of Texas Distinguished Alumnus Award.

Mr. Hersh was born and raised in Dallas, Texas. After graduating from St. Mark’s, he attended Princeton University where he graduated magna cum laude with a degree in Politics in 1985. In 1989, Mr. Hersh earned his M.B.A. from Stanford University’s Graduate School of Business where he graduated as an Arjay Miller Scholar.
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Mark Kvamme 


Drive Capital 
 Co-Founder & Partner Emeritus 









Mark Kvamme is Co-Founder and former Partner at Drive Capital in Columbus, Ohio. Drive is a venture capital firm investing in innovative technology, healthcare, and consumer companies throughout North America, with a specific emphasis on markets outside Silicon Valley.

During Mark’s tenure, Drive grew to manage more than $2B in total assets. From insurance and manufacturing to energy, healthcare, finance and more, Drive’s 60+ company portfolio is full of real businesses that create real value in the real world.

Mark became Partner Emeritus at Drive in October 2022. He remains a general partner in the investment funds raised to date and retains his board seats at portfolio startups.

Before Drive Capital, Mark was Co-Founder, Interim Chief Investment Officer and President of JobsOhio, a private, nonprofit corporation leading Ohio’s economic development efforts. Prior to JobsOhio, he was a partner at Sequoia Capital for 12 years, where he led investments in LinkedIn, among others, in Silicon Valley. Before Sequoia, he was the Co-Founder, Chairman and CEO of CKS Group, one of the first digital marketing agencies. CKS helped launch Yahoo, eBay, Amazon and Steve Jobs’s return to Apple with the iPad and iMac.

Mark holds a BA in French Literature and Economics from the University of California, Berkeley.
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Kathleen Sellick 


Rady Children’s Hospital San Diego 
 President & CEO (retired) 









Kathleen Sellick served as President and CEO of Rady Children’s Hospital-San Diego from 2006 until 2014.

Among her accomplishments was the formation of Rady Children’s Specialists of San Diego. This medical practice foundation allowed a large multidisciplinary specialty physician group to become UC San Diego faculty while exclusively contracting and providing specialty pediatric care at Rady Children’s, improving the delivery of care and enhancing clinical research. Additionally, she oversaw construction and opening of an Acute Care Pavilion; established an alliance with Children’s Hospital Orange County; expanded services into Southern Riverside County; opened a specialized cardiac unit with infrastructure for a new heart transplant program; and led the implementation of EPIC, an advanced electronic medical record system. During her tenure, Rady Children’s achieved top rankings from US News & World Report.

Previously, Kathleen was Executive Director (the position is now called CEO) at the University of Washington Medical Center.  Her accomplishments at UWMC include the successful transition of the Seattle Cancer Care Alliance bone marrow and stem cell adult patient units to UWMC.  Earlier roles at UWMC include Associate Executive Director and Chief Operating Officer.

Before moving to Seattle, Kathleen served as Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of St. Joseph Hospital in Orange, California, for four years. Earlier, she was Vice President of Operations and Director of Outreach Development for Hoag Memorial Hospital Presbyterian in Newport Beach, California, where she served for eight years.

Kathleen also worked at American Medical International in Beverly Hills, California; Westgate Medical Center in Denton, Texas; and was an administrative resident at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. A Phoenix native, she is a graduate of Arizona State University and received her MBA from the University of Chicago Graduate School of Business. In 2011, Kathleen was named Woman of the Year by San Diego Magazine.

Presently, she serves on the University of Washington Medicine Advisory Board; is Vice Chair of the University of Washington Med Valley Medical Center (VMC) Board; Chair of the VMC Finance Committee; and Member/Governance Chair of Father Joe’s Villages  (an agency serving San Diegans experiencing homelessness and poverty). She also served as Board Member for the American Hospital Association from 2005-2007.
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John T. Thomas 


Physicians Realty Trust (NYSE: DOC)
 President & CEO 









John Thomas is President and CEO of Milwaukee-based Real Estate Investment Trust Physicians Realty Trust, serves on the company’s Board of Trustees, and is a member of the Finance and Investment Committee. He has been CEO and Trustee since April 2013.

Previously, John was the Executive Vice President-Medical Facilities Group for another REIT, Welltower Inc., from 2009 to 2012. Prior to Welltower, he served as President, Chief Development Officer and Business Counsel of Cirrus Health from 2005 to 2008, where he led efforts to acquire and manage four hospitals and an endoscopy center, as well as leading efforts to develop additional outpatient care facilities.

From 2000 to 2005, he served as Senior Vice President and General Counsel for Baylor Health Care System in Dallas, Texas. As General Counsel, he was responsible for legal and government affairs. He was also co-founder and chairman of the Coalition for Affordable and Reliable Healthcare, a national coalition to reform medical malpractice laws through federal legislation. From 1997 to 2000, he served as General Counsel and Secretary for Unity Health System, a five-hospital division of the Sisters of Mercy Health System in St. Louis, Missouri, where he oversaw legal affairs for the health system and its operating subsidiaries.

John was a member of the Board of Directors of Education Realty Trust, Inc. (NYSE: EDR) from 2016 to 2018, at which time EDR was sold to a private company. He also serves on the Board of Trustees for the Jacksonville State University Foundation.

John began his career as a tax lawyer at Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCoy in New York in 1990, and was elected a partner at Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal (now Dentons) in April 1997. He received his J.D. from Vanderbilt University Law School and his B.S. in Economics from Jacksonville State University, where he was a scholarship letterman on the football team and was a member of the Academic All-Conference Team. Mr. Thomas graduated with Distinction and Special Honors in Economics.
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8 March 2024

CONSTRUCTION ON ABRAZO HEALTH IS GOING VERTICAL

SHARE


BUCKEYE, Arizona (March 8, 2024) – Abrazo Health’s 27-acre medical campus, anchored by a Cambridge-developed medical office building, is well underway.

VIPs from Abrazo Health, the city of Buckeye, and Cambridge gathered on Wednesday to celebrate “going vertical” by holding a beam signing ceremony.

The grading, foundation prep, and concrete pouring have begun for the medical office building, which marks the first phase of Abrazo’s campus.

The Cambridge-developed medical office building will be a three-story, 60,000-square-foot facility. Tenants are slated to include cardiology, orthopedics, spine, primary care and urology physician practices, physical therapy, and other offices.

Abrazo Health’s medical campus near I-10 and Verrado Way in Buckeye, AZ, is well-positioned within Buckeye’s growth corridor. It will be Abrazo’s sixth major medical campus in the greater Phoenix area.

Read more about it here:

www.westvalleyview.com









19 February 2024

CAMBRIDGE HOLDINGS WELCOMES TWO NEW MEMBERS TO THE TEAM

SHARE


Dallas, Texas, February 19, 2024 – Dallas-based Cambridge Holdings Incorporated is pleased to welcome two new members to the team: Logan Scow, Vice President of Development, and Bill Boyd, Director of Development and Leasing. Both share a background in healthcare real estate and development that will help expand Cambridge’s reach within Texas and the Western Region.

[image: alt]
Logan began his career by pursuing two of his greatest passions, healthcare and design/development of real estate. Since then, he has continually expanded his skills and knowledge through his 20 years of industry experience as a General Contractor with Layton Construction, Project Manager at Banner Health, and Program Director / Executive Director at Steward Health/CREF.  As a member of the Cambridge team, he is focused on expanding the company’s portfolio throughout the western United States.  Logan began his undergraduate education at Dixie State University studying Biology and is currently pursuing a degree in Business Administration at Grand Canyon University.

[image: alt]
Bill brings 7 years of experience in healthcare real estate with skills in business development, budgeting, market analysis, development, and strategic planning. His role at Cambridge focuses on building the company’s portfolio through the development and leasing of medical office, wellness, and healthcare anchored mixed-use projects. Bill has served in development with United Surgical Partners, Tenet Healthcare, and most recently led the development efforts in Texas for Caddis Partners. Bill holds a Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting and MBA from Baylor University.  He is actively involved in the community by serving on the State Fair of Texas Chairman’s Task Force and the Junior Advisory Board for a local bank.
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13 November 2023

Cambridge Holdings To Break Ground On Abrazo Health

SHARE


BUCKEYE, Arizona (Nov. 13, 2023) – Healthcare real estate developer Cambridge Holdings announced today that it will soon break ground on the first phase of development for Abrazo Health’s new medical campus in Buckeye at I-10 and Verrado Way. The 27-acre campus will include medical offices, ambulatory services and an acute care hospital.

The first phase will be a three-story, 60,000-square-foot medical office building. Tenants are slated to include cardiology, orthopedics, spine, primary care and urology physician practices, physical therapy and other offices.

Abrazo’s Buckeye campus at Verrado Way is well-positioned within Buckeye’s growth corridor. It will be Abrazo’s sixth major medical campus in the greater Phoenix area.

“We are excited to see the continued strong interest in our new medical campus. As a long-term partner of Buckeye, we have seen and felt the rapid growth of this area, as well as clearly heard the needs of residents, physicians, and our civic partners,” said Hans Driessnack, CEO of Abrazo West Campus.

Buckeye has been ranked as one of the fastest growing cities in the country over the past several years thanks to a growing economy, competitive cost of living and plentiful job opportunities.

“Buckeye is looking forward to Abrazo’s expansion in the city,” said Buckeye Mayor Eric Orsborn. “Their commitment and investment in our community will create good, quality jobs closer to home for our residents and help fill the healthcare gap for the area.”

“The array of medical specialties and services that are committed to a presence on the Buckeye campus at Verrado Way reflect Abrazo’s continued partnership and desire to expand health services in the Buckeye community. We view this as a long-term commitment to serve current and future residents,” said Driessnack.

Abrazo Health officials anticipate that the Buckeye medical campus at Verrado Way will be a healthcare anchor for the area and a driver of economic activity. Construction, staffing and support services for the future medical facilities are expected to add hundreds of jobs in the West Valley.

“Their new location at Verrado Way and I-10 is booming with new employment, retail and other services, and Abrazo’s presence will help us continue meeting the needs of our community as we continue to grow together,” added Mayor Orsborn.

Abrazo Health currently serves the West Valley through its Buckeye Emergency Center, a freestanding ER at I-10 and Watson Road, and the Abrazo West Campus, a 216-bed Level 1 Trauma Center and thrombectomy-capable Primary Plus Stroke Center in Goodyear.

“Abrazo continues to invest in facilities, talent and technology to grow with the communities we serve. We are proud to launch the first phase of development on our Buckeye medical campus,” Abrazo Health Market CEO Brian Elisco.

Leasing services for the medical office building being developed by Cambridge will be provided by Transwestern’s Phoenix office.

Read more about it here:

ktar.com

azbigmedia.com

inbusinessphx.com

arizonadigitalfreepress.com
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8 November 2023

Patricia Saada Baumann at the XIV Florence Biennale

SHARE


Please join us in congratulating our talented Research & Development Manager, Patricia “Patty” Baumann, for her remarkable achievement in having her artwork showcased in the prestigious XIV Florence Biennale. Her art was exhibited at the Fortezza da Basso in Florence, Italy, from October 14, 2023, to October 22, 2023.

The Florence Biennale is an internationally renowned exhibition that showcases a wide array of contemporary art and design from artists around the world. The selection process is highly competitive as many artists from the international art community submit their portfolios. The Curatorial Board then reviews entries and chooses a select group of artists whose work represents the highest standards of contemporary art. Patty’s work was undoubtedly chosen for its exceptional quality, creativity, and ability to engage and inspire viewers. 

Patty’s journey, from the beginning of her artwork to its display on an international stage, is a story of dedication, passion, and creativity. Her work truly illuminates the world of contemporary art, and we are immensely proud of her accomplishments. Way to go, Patty!
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27 October 2023

oneC1TY Featured in Nashville Post’s Boom 2023

SHARE


NASHVILLE, Tennessee (October 27, 2023) – In a city known for its vibrant culture and dynamic development, Cambridge Holdings stands out for its innovative approach in reshaping the landscape. oneC1TY, a mixed-use community developed by Cambridge, is featured in the Nashville Post’s Boom 2023 publication. Lena Mazel’s article, “How developers of mixed-use campuses decide what goes where,” dives into the tenets of Cambridge Holdings’ approach of creating a space in Nashville where people can connect. The article includes comments from Cambridge’s SVP Development, Alan Aschenbrenner. 

Read more about it here: https://bit.ly/45PkfW9 (see pg. 24-25)
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31 August 2023

Cambridge Steps Up for A Brighter Future

SHARE


DALLAS, Texas (August 31, 2023) – In a world where every step matters, Cambridge has taken a giant stride towards making a positive impact. Cambridge has partnered with Soles4Souls by making a multi-year donation to their 4EveryKid program.

4EveryKid is a program by Soles4Souls that collaborates with schools across the country to provide new athletic shoes to children experiencing homelessness. Soles4Souls has expanded the program in Dallas and is working directly with Dallas Independent School District’s Homeless Education Program. This collaborative effort enables disadvantaged students in Dallas the opportunity to engage more actively in school and it helps parents free up resources that can be used for other necessities.

With the support of Cambridge Holdings and other donors, Soles4Souls has already raised 60% of its goal for the Dallas ISD upcoming school year and have estimated that over 20,000 pairs of shoes and socks will be given to students in need by 2028.

“Shoes matter in ways that are hard to understand until you don’t have them. This will help keep them in school and feel like they are equal,” said Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge Holdings founder and CEO.

The DFW 4EveryKid program is still accepting donations here.

Read more here:

nbcdfw.com

dallasmetro.news

headtopics.com
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31 July 2023

Cambridge Wins 2023 Kingsley Excellence Awards

SHARE


Dallas, TX (July 31, 2023) — Cambridge Holdings is pleased to announce its selection as winner of two 2023 Kingsley Excellence Awards, which recognize real estate organizations that continually exceed industry standards and consistently deliver outstanding tenant experiences.

Texas Health Fort Worth Medical Office Building and Texas Health Rockwall Medical Office Building 2, both developed and managed by Cambridge and owned by Physicians Realty Trust, were recipients. Both properties were selected for excelling at property management, property services, and overall tenant satisfaction.


[image: alt]Texas Health Fort Worth Medical Office Building 
[image: alt]Texas Health Rockwall Medical Office Building 2

“We are honored to be acknowledged in this way,” said Wendy Martin, Cambridge Senior Vice President of Property Operations. “This achievement reflects Cambridge’s ongoing commitment to providing the highest level of tenant service, where medical professionals can focus on delivering the best patient care while we take care of their property needs. These awards motivate us to keep raising the bar,” she said. “I’d like to specifically recognize our incredible ‘dream team’ responsible for these buildings – Jolene Wilson, Property Manager; Randy Ardoin, Facilities Manager; and Robbie Ceja, Building Engineer. Their unwavering dedication to providing top-notch service sets us apart in the industry and made these awards possible.”

To qualify for a Kingsley Excellence Award, a property’s tenant satisfaction must exceed the Kingsley Index™, the most comprehensive performance benchmarking database in the commercial real estate industry; and must receive at least a 30% response rate from tenants. In Cambridge’s case, both winning properties received a 100% response rate.

“Surveys are the premier tool to gain insight and benchmark change. The Kingsley Excellence Awards recognize those who have gone above and beyond industry standards and understand the importance of delivering an outstanding tenant experience,” said Kendall Pretzer, CEO of Grace Hill, the company that administers the Kingsley Awards. “These are the companies who exceed expectations on a continual and consistent basis. Grace Hill is proud of the contributions these organizations make to the industry.”

About Cambridge

Founded in 1987, Cambridge Holdings Incorporated specializes in the development, financing, acquisition, and management of healthcare projects, innovative mixed-use campuses and corporate offices across the United States. Our healthcare projects include hospitals, ambulatory and preventive care centers, physician offices, cancer centers of excellence, specialist and primary care physician offices, and state-of-the-art imaging. In addition, we integrate complementary wellness and ancillary services with corporate office, retail, hospitality, and multifamily offerings into some of the most progressive, sustainable, and well-regarded “mindful, healthy living” development projects in the United States.
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13 February 2023

Cambridge Holdings Establishes Advisory Board

SHARE


Dallas, Texas, February 13, 2023 – Dallas-based Cambridge Holdings Incorporated has established a seven-member Advisory Board to help guide its growth in markets across the United States. Board members’ expertise represents public and private sectors and covers the spectrum across city government and economic development as well as Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI); Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG); and sustainability initiatives. Members have decades of high-level experience with universities and health systems, including children’s care and acute inpatient and outpatient healthcare services.

Included on the Board are Brett Brodnax, President and CEO of United Surgical Partners International (USPI); Kelvin Baggett, former EVP and Chief Impact Officer for McKesson; Michael B. Coleman, Partner in Charge Government Law Group, Ice Miller and former four-term Mayor of Columbus, Ohio; Kenneth Hersh, President and CEO of the George W. Bush Presidential Center and Co-Founder and former CEO of NGP Energy Capital Management; Mark Kvamme, Co-Founder and former Partner at Drive Capital in Columbus, Ohio; Kathleen Sellick, former President and CEO of Rady Children’s Hospital-San Diego; and John T. Thomas, President and CEO of Milwaukee-based Real Estate Investment Trust Physicians Realty Trust.

“I am pleased and humbled that this group of extraordinary individuals has elected to join together with our team for a common purpose, and that is to improve the human experience using real estate as our tool,” said Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge Chairman and CEO. “Whether we are developing clinical facilities with health systems, healthy mixed-use neighborhoods with cities, or best-in-class corporate workplace environments with corporate clients, Cambridge’s mission is to help people live healthier, more active and longer lives through the deployment of real estate that makes healthy choices easier than their unhealthy alternatives. This powerhouse of Advisors will no doubt contribute to that mission and to the execution of Cambridge’s goals and values in all our work.”
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2 May 2022

CAMBRIDGE HOLDINGS HIRES HEALTHCARE REAL ESTATE EXECUTIVE

SHARE


Dallas, Texas, May 2, 2022 – Dallas-based Cambridge Holdings Incorporated is pleased to announce it has hired Steve Wheeler as Senior Vice President of Development and Leasing. Steve is an experienced healthcare real estate executive with skills in budgeting, leasing, project management, feasibility, and business development. His role at Cambridge, in coordination with our development and leasing teams, spans the entire project development process: from market analysis in the pre-development stage to physician and hospital tenant leasing and project management.

Steve joins Cambridge following 22 years in similar positions with Johnson Healthcare Real Estate, where he was the executive in charge of the Dallas office; Duke Realty, Trammell Crow Company, and Healthcare Realty Trust. Steve holds a Master of Business Administration from Southern Methodist University and a Bachelor of Engineering from Vanderbilt University.
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6 January 2022

What Is the Future of Frisco Station’s Health and Wellness District?

SHARE


Dallas-Fort Worth’s D Magazine recently reported on Cambridge’s plans to develop Frisco Station’s Health and Wellness District. “The way of the future is working with the full spectrum of healthcare providers and focusing on health,” said Roman Bogoslavsky, Cambridge’s chief investment officer. “It’s healthcare, access to cleaner air and water, access to fresh food, access to a sense of place and a sense of belonging that is active and vibrant and dynamic and allows healthcare providers to be a part of that, and doing that in a seamless, integrated, focused way.”  

Read more here: dmagazine.com
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21 October 2021

THE CAMBRIDGE RACING TEAM BRINGS HOME VICTORIES FROM THE INDIANAPOLIS 8-HOUR RACE

SHARE


INDIANAPOLIS, Indiana (October 17, 2021) – The Cambridge racing team brought back victories this past weekend.

Our CEO, Jean-Claude Saada, and teammates Conrad Grunewald and Mark Kvamme competed in the Indianapolis 8-hour endurance race. After running the opening 3 hours of the race, the team accumulated an in-class victory for the SRO Championship. The Cambridge racing team continued with the 8-hour endurance race and took the checkered flag, finishing first in the AM category.

“Well, obviously this is my first endurance race. I never thought in a million years I’d last 8 hours. But this has been an absolutely amazing experience,” said Jean-Claude Saada, driver of the AF Corse No. 61 Cambridge Ferrari 488 GT3 Evo 2020, Cambridge chairman and CEO. “You never know what happens, when it happens, or how it happens, but at the end of the day we prevailed and won, and I think it’s the beginning of a bunch of endurance races to come.”

Comments from the drivers at Indianapolis (ferrari.com)

[image: alt]Conrad Grunewald, Jean-Claude Saada, and Mark Kvamme at the podium.

The race was the icing on the cake for an outstanding season for the GT World Challenge Americas competition. Congratulations to our racing team! Keep making us proud and putting Cambridge on the map.

[image: alt]Ferrari team at the Indianapolis 8-hour endurance race.









7 October 2021

CAMBRIDGE HOLDINGS TO DEVELOP HEALTHCARE, HEALTH & WELLNESS DISTRICT AT FRISCO STATION

SHARE


FRISCO, Texas (October 7, 2021) – Dallas-based Cambridge Holdings Incorporated, a national healthcare, commercial office and mixed-use real estate firm, has entered into an exclusive agreement with the Frisco Station Partnership to develop healthcare and health and wellness-related projects within Frisco Station, a 242-acre mixed-use development in Frisco. This agreement will commence the Health and Wellness District at Frisco Station, situated in the northwest quadrant of the Dallas North Tollway and Warren Parkway, adjacent to the Dallas Cowboys’ world headquarters, The Star, and The Ford Center.

“With Cambridge joining our team, we are reaching the full potential of Frisco Station as a globally recognized Smart, Creative, and Healthy mixed-use neighborhood,” said Trey Sibley, general manager of The Rudman Partnership. “As a well-known powerhouse, Cambridge brings the most innovative approaches to health and wellness-related development. We couldn’t be more pleased to have them join us as we execute what’s considered to be the crown jewel of the project – the place where residents and visitors can experience ways to live healthier, more active and longer lives.”

A result of a prominent partnership between Rudman, Hillwood and VanTrust Real Estate, Frisco Station Partners has delivered 650,000 square feet of office space, 955 units of multifamily housing, 450 hotel rooms and six acres of a programmed park system since launching the project in 2015. As one of the first communities in the nation built from the ground up with AT&T’s 5G platform, Frisco Station has leveraged this connectivity throughout the development to create one of the most robust mixed-use projects in North Texas.     

Cambridge develops healthcare projects nationwide, including dozens of facilities on hospital campuses across North Texas. Additionally, the company is well known for its “oneC1TY” branded health-focused mixed-use development project in Nashville, Tennessee.

“Cambridge is excited to bring healthcare and the health and wellness component to life at Frisco Station,” said Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge chairman and CEO. “Our mindful, healthy development principles focused on sustainability and convenient access to fresh food, open space, daily activity and community engagement make the healthy choice the easy choice for people who live, work, and visit. We think these concepts will be embraced in a community like Frisco that is already focused on addressing the total wellbeing of the community and individuals. It will be rewarding to work with the Frisco Station team to make this development a model for others interested in healthy living and see it emulated around the world.”

When fully built out, Frisco Station’s master plan includes 2,400 residential urban living units, a 55-acre corporate campus, a dining, shopping and entertainment district, 3 million square feet of mid-and high-rise office space, 35 acres of health and wellness related projects and 30 acres of programmed trails, parks, and open space.

Read more here: 

dallasnews.com

dmagazine.com

communityimpact.com

bizjournals.com

wolfmediausa.com

acppubs.com

bisnow.com

About Cambridge

Founded in 1987, Cambridge Holdings Incorporated specializes in the development, financing, acquisition, and management of healthcare projects, innovative mixed-use campuses and corporate offices across the United States. Our healthcare projects include short-stay hospitals, ambulatory and preventive care centers, physician offices, cancer centers of excellence, specialist and primary care physician offices, and state-of-the-art imaging. In addition, we integrate complementary wellness and ancillary services with corporate office, retail, hospitality, and multifamily offerings into some of the most progressive, sustainable, and well-regarded “healthy, mindful living” development projects in the United States.

About Frisco Station

Frisco Station is a globally recognized, award-winning 242-acre, mixed-use development in Frisco, Texas, one of the fastest-growing communities in the U.S. Located along Frisco’s highly desired North Platinum Corridor. Frisco Station features fully amenitized office, residential and hotel properties surrounding the Dallas Cowboys’ world headquarters, The Star. A pioneer in mobility innovation, Frisco Station is home to one of the world’s first vertiports to support flying taxis. Last year, it partnered in Texas’s first pilot project to test autonomous vehicles on public roadways. With 5G connectivity throughout, including within the 30-acre park system, Frisco Station offers its tenants with an unprecedented experience of next-generation convenience, productivity and way of life. Built upon the pillars of smart, creative and healthy, the project is being developed by the Frisco Station Partnership, which is composed of The Rudman Partnership, Hillwood and VanTrust Real Estate.
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27 August 2021

CoverMyMeds Phase 2 “Tops Out”

SHARE


Building 2 of the Cambridge-developed CoverMyMeds campus in the Franklinton neighborhood of Columbus, Ohio has reached structural completion – a milestone traditionally commemorated with a “topping out” ceremony. Earlier this week, construction crews were on hand for a lunch hosted by Turner Construction, the project’s general contractor, in appreciation of the project team and to celebrate the milestone. The 418,000 square-foot project is being developed in two phases. Building 1 was completed earlier this summer, and building 2 is slated for completion in fall, 2022.
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19 July 2021

CAMBRIDGE HIRES KEY CLIENT ENGAGEMENT EXECUTIVE

SHARE


Dallas, Texas, July 19, 2021 – Dallas-based Cambridge Holdings Incorporated has hired Charlotte Brown, a seasoned executive with extensive relationships and experience in healthcare related sales, as Senior Vice President of Client Engagement. She will help expand Cambridge’s nationwide reach in the healthcare facility development space as well as explore additional development of healthy mixed-use communities and build-to-suit corporate offices.

[image: alt]

Charlotte Brown comes most recently from Cardinal Health, where she served as Vice President of Sales – West Region. She managed a team of more than 100 sales and support employees across 34 states serving dozens of key accounts in major health systems such as Kaiser Permanente, Adventist Health, Mayo Clinic, Intermountain Health and Providence Health, to name a few. Her team was responsible for more than $400 million in annual sales of customized procedural operating room solutions within acute care hospital settings. Previously, Brown was Area Vice President of Sales for Zimmer Biomet Robotics, where she managed a team responsible for sales of ortho/neuro surgical robotics. This work included advising surgery staff on design/construction parameters and financial considerations for medical space development to house robotic surgical equipment. Earlier positions within Zimmer included managing $2 billion in annual sales of musculoskeletal implants and devices. She holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Fisk University in Nashville and a Master of Business Administration in Marketing from Clark Atlanta University.

About Cambridge

Founded in 1987, Cambridge Holdings Incorporated specializes in the development, financing, acquisition, and management of healthcare projects, innovative mixed-use campuses and corporate offices across the United States. Our healthcare projects include hospitals, ambulatory and preventive care centers, physician offices, cancer centers of excellence, specialist and primary care physician offices, and state-of-the-art imaging. In addition, we integrate complementary wellness and ancillary services with corporate office, retail, hospitality, and multifamily offerings into some of the most progressive, sustainable, and well-regarded “mindful, healthy living” development projects in the United States.
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19 May 2021

What's Going on Inside of CoverMyMeds?

SHARE


Cambridge is pleased to announce the completion of the first phase of CoverMyMeds’ new headquarters project in the Franklinton neighborhood of Columbus, Ohio. The 220,000 square-foot building and its open concept were designed to provide flexible workspace and amenities to make employees and the community feel welcome.

This office has glass walls on three sides to provide abundant natural light. Its wide central staircase can also be used as seating areas or auditorium seating. The expansive lobby and meeting area are designed to be visible from any of the building’s four floors, making “all hands” meetings and presentations accessible to more than 1,000 employees. Outdoors are a basketball court, dog park, walking path and plazas for community events. 

CoverMyMeds, a subsidiary of McKesson, plans to open its doors to its employees and the Franklinton community this summer.

Columbus Business First got a sneak peek of the new headquarters. You can take a look inside the building and read the full article here.
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24 February 2021

The Element Nashville Vanderbilt West End Opening

SHARE


Cambridge is pleased to announce the opening of the hospitality component of our oneC1TY Nashville development, The Element Nashville Vanderbilt West End.

The Element Nashville Vanderbilt West End opened its doors on February 18th, 2021 and is now making healthy traveling easy. The West End Nashville is a LEED-certified extended stay hotel that offers many wellness-focused amenities, from healthy complimentary breakfasts to welcoming open spaces. The hotel features 175 spacious rooms and suites with fully equipped kitchens, spa inspired bathrooms, dedicated workspaces, and Marriott’s signature Heavenly® Beds.

To learn more about the hotel or book your stay, visit marriott.com/bnaew.
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27 May 2020

WELCOME TO TEXAS ONCOLOGY DENTON

SHARE


Cambridge Holdings is proud to announce the opening of the 30,000-square-foot newly developed healthcare facility located in the growing community of Denton, Texas.

Texas Oncology moved into the new premises on May 4th and is currently providing outpatient cancer treatment services to the surrounding region. Patients are receiving specialized care featuring exam and procedure rooms, a full-service pharmacy, Linear Accelerator and HDR Vaults for targeted treatment, as well as other supportive services.
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7 February 2020

CoverMyMeds Phase 2 Begins

SHARE


Work has begun on the second of two buildings being developed by Cambridge on CoverMyMeds’ new campus in Franklinton, Ohio. The second building will connect to the first through a series of walkways and elevated green space. The project, totaling some 420,000 square feet when complete, is being built to LEED and WELL standards and represents CoverMyMeds’ investment in employee health and wellness. It will include an on-site fitness center, the company’s celebrated culinary program, indoor/outdoor workspaces, and a park-like setting connecting to walk and bike trails and to the Scioto River.

Read the full article here

And CoverMyMeds’ blog post here
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1 November 2019

Texas Oncology "Tops Out" in Denton

SHARE


Denton, Texas – Officials from Texas Oncology, McKesson Specialty Health, Perkins + Will and Cambridge Holdings gathered Wednesday to commemorate the topping out of Cambridge’s newest development. The facility will be located in the growing community of Denton and is designed to provide outpatient cancer treatments services to the surrounding region. 

The 30,000-square-foot facility will offer patients specialized care featuring exam and procedure rooms, a full-service pharmacy, Linear Accelerator and HDR Vaults for targeted treatment, as well as other supportive services. 

Texas Oncology Denton marks the seventh Texas Oncology facility to be developed and managed by Cambridge Holdings. 

The facility is slated to open Spring 2020. 
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15 October 2019

Construction on CoverMyMeds Is Going Vertical!

SHARE


Franklinton, Ohio – Construction is well underway at Cambridge’s headquarters office project for CoverMyMeds. The state-of-the-art complex is located just outside of Columbus, Ohio in Franklinton and will be developed in two phases featuring twin approximately 200,000-square-foot office buildings with accompanying parking. 

Currently, the foundation for phase one has been laid, and the concrete for the first floor elevated deck is in the process of forming. Construction on the building structure and world-class amenities built to LEED and WELL standards will follow. 

And as work begins on the new campus, the objective is two-fold: create a space in which employees can do their best work, as well as make the community feel at home and welcome. “Throughout this project, our mission has been to create a remarkable facility that reinforces the CoverMyMeds culture, the needs of our employees and the needs of our community,” said Lars Johansson, CoverMyMeds’ manager of campus operations.

The campus will feature innovative architecture and interiors based on employee and community needs, such as park-like settings with connectivity and openness to greenspace, trails and river access, indoor and outdoor workspaces on every floor of the building, and open-concept designs that facilitate connection across departments and greater communication between teams. 

Phase one is scheduled to be completed by Spring 2021.
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28 May 2019

Groundbreaking of Element by Westin Nashville

SHARE


Nashville, Tennessee – Cambridge is pleased to announce the groundbreaking of oneC1TY’s first hotel, Element by Westin Nashville.

This project marks the next chapter of the oneC1TY mixed-use development in Nashville. Element by Westin Nashville will feature 175 guest suites, modern furniture, full kitchens, Heavenly Beds, spa-inspired bathrooms, meeting space, bike rentals, a 24-hour fitness center and an outdoor amenity deck. Conveniently adjacent to oneC1TY’s Community Table and Yard, Element by Westin Nashville is designed to improve the wellbeing of guests through design with an emphasis on sustainability, health & wellness and connection to nature. 

In addition to the hotel, the building will feature a restaurant and retail space spanning approximately 12,000 square feet throughout the first floor. The highly anticipated restaurant and retail tenants join Pastaria Nashville, Avo, Sump Coffee, KoKo’s Ice Cream, Full Ride Cycle, Nashville Sports Leagues and CrossFit Nashville who call oneC1TY home. 

“We are excited to get started on the hospitality component of our community,” said Ryan Doyle, general manager oneC1TY Nashville. “The design and operational principles of the Element brand are the perfect addition to our focus on health and innovation at oneC1TY, and the ground floor retail anchoring this specific building will increase our capacity to meet the demand we have experienced from West Nashville’s appreciation for fresh food and fitness options.”

The hotel is a
strategic partnership between Atlanta-based Noble Investment Group and
Dallas-based-Cambridge Holdings, the developer of oneC1TY.

oneC1TY’s Element by Westin Nashville is scheduled to be completed in the Fall of 2020. 

The Nashville Post

Noble Investment Group 
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28 February 2019

Saada Speaks at the Bush Institute About Policies to Promote Inclusive Growth

SHARE


Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge Chairman and CEO, spoke at The George W. Bush Institute’s Policies to Promote Inclusive Urban Growth symposium on January 31.

This was in conjunction with partners at Southern Methodist’s Folsom Institute for Real Estate and the Center for Opportunity Urbanism. Throughout the course of the event, seven panels developed recommendations for American’s cities. 

Saada emphasized the importance of bringing mindful, healthy
living to everyone through inclusive policies and cooperation between
municipalities, funding sources and private developers.

Click here to watch the presentation in
its entirety. 
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19 February 2019

The Shay Wins The Kingsley Excellence Award

SHARE


Nashville, TN – Cambridge Holdings is pleased to announce that The Shay has won The Kingsley Excellence Award in Resident Satisfaction. The Shay, at oneC1TY Nashville, developed by Cambridge, was recognized for exceeding the industry standard for residential services and overall satisfaction.

The Shay is Nashville’s premier apartment residences in oneC1TY, and feature a modern collection of studio, one and two bedroom floor plans. The residences include luxury amenities such as timed, responsive lighting that follows a natural circadian rhythm to promote the best sleeping practices, a second-floor library stocked with thought-provoking books, as well as a juice bar, an on-site yoga studio, and a salt-water resort-style pool. The Shay encourages an engaged, healthy and mindful lifestyle that fosters a true sense of community.

The Kingsley Index is the largest and most comprehensive performance-benchmarking database in the real estate industry. Every year, Kingsley Associates surveys over 4 million prospects and residents annually on behalf of its clients. The Kingsley Excellence Award distinguishes communities that outperform the Kingsley Index Industry benchmark for overall resident satisfaction. Communities that receive this award go above and beyond to ensure their residents are satisfied with their living experience.
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26 October 2018

Pink Heals and Thirty-One Visit Fort Worth

SHARE


Fort Worth, Texas – Texas Oncology welcomed, Thirty-One and Pink Heals on Tuesday, October 23 at Cambridge’s Fort Worth Cancer Center. Pink Heals brought its well-known pink fire truck, pink police squad car and team decked out in pink fire uniforms to greet patients, staff and visitors with smiles, hugs and an opportunity to sign the fire truck in honor of cancer patients.

The local Pink Heals, based in Gregg County, Texas, is a program that partners with Public Safety, local businesses and families to bring communities together. The organization aims to brings back the human element of celebrating people, not causes. Local chapters use pink fire trucks and police cars as a visual reminder that people matter.

Another organization, Thirty-One was also onsite to hand deliver cancer support bags to patients undergoing treatment at Texas Oncology. Thirty-One has partnered with Pink Heals during the month of October for Breast Cancer Awareness month.
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5 October 2018

Physicians Medical Center of Rockwall Now Open For Convenient, State-Of-The-Art Care

SHARE


Rockwall, TX – Cambridge Holdings is proud to announce the opening of a newly developed healthcare facility located in Rockwall, Texas. Physicians Medical Center of Rockwall II’s tenants include Texas Oncology, Texas Health Surgery Center, Digestive Health Associates of Texas and Texas Health Women’s Care. The new building is a two-story, 55,000 square-foot expansion on the campus of Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital of Rockwall, featuring state-of-the-art surgical services and a variety of treatment services convenient for patients.
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11 September 2018

Texas Oncology Celebrates Fort Worth Grand Opening

SHARE


Fort Worth, Texas – Texas Oncology and Cambridge Holdings celebrated the grand opening of Texas Oncology’s new, comprehensive cancer center, located in the heart of Fort Worth’s medical district, on September 6. More than 200 guests had the opportunity to explore the space first-hand and view the innovative design, which is optimized for patient convenience. Texas Oncology occupies three of four floors in the 100,000-square-foot building developed by Cambridge Holdings at 500 South Henderson Street. The new facility allows Texas Oncology’s growing downtown practice to consolidate from three locations, into one, state-of-the-art location that aims to meet patient needs with a personal and compassionate approach. “This beautiful new center reflects our commitment to treating the whole patient, not just their disease,” stated Dr. Jerry Barker, Jr. a Radiation Oncologist.

Texas Oncology-Fort Worth is the seventh project to be developed by Cambridge Holdings for this client. Cambridge is proud to continue this strong relationship with Texas Oncology and looks forward to the next project.
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15 August 2018

The Shay Awarded for Commercial Sustainable Design

SHARE


Nashville, TN – The Shay at oneC1TY Nashville, developed and owned by Cambridge Holdings, Inc., was awarded 1st Place, Texas 2018 for Commercial Sustainable Design by The American Society of Interior Designers. The American Society of Interior Designers (ASID) advances the interior design profession and communicates the impact of design on the human experience.

The Shay is a sustainably designed apartment building situated on more than two acres within Cambridge’s 18.7-acre development in Nashville. With its elevated location adjacent to Centennial Park, the project offers Nashville skyline and park views. Amenities include a resort-style salt water pool, resident gym with top of the line equipment, resident controlled circadian rhythm lighting, high-grade carpet throughout all bedrooms, energy-efficient, stainless steel appliances, acoustical sound dampening and full-time concierge services available to residents.

The ceremony took place on August 10th in Dallas, Texas and recognized several other outstanding projects.
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4 April 2018

Physicians and Staff "Sign the Wall" at Texas Oncology Fort Worth Cancer Center

SHARE


Fort Worth, Texas – Texas Oncology physicians, staff and Cambridge executives gathered Tuesday evening to recognize the soon-to-open Texas Oncology Fort Worth Cancer Center by “Signing the Wall!” Signatures and notes of encouragement from Texas Oncology staff and others involved in the project will be on display for patients to view once the medical facility opens its doors in early May.

The four-story medical building is located at 500 South Henderson Street in Fort Worth’s medical district and will consolidate three small clinics into one patient-friendly location.
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8 November 2017

oneC1TY Hosts' Global Action Summit

SHARE


Nashville, TN – Global Action Summit is the preeminent summit for global thought leaders and decision makers for abundant food, health and prosperity. This year, oneC1TY Nashville had the honor of hosting the summit and attendees, November 5 – 7. More than 300 attendees participated in the three day conference. Breakout sessions and discussion topics included the development of World food, health and prosperity, solutions to enhancing health in rural and urban areas, as well as how to proactively empower health and sustainability throughout the world.

oneC1TY’s Ryan Doyle opened the Global Abundance dinner on Monday evening with the dedication of oneC1TY’s amphitheater to the late Kitty Moon Emery, who was a key civic and industry influencer in Nashville. In recent years, she worked with Dr. Scott Massey to create the Global Action Platform and tirelessly promoted its initiatives. The amphitheater will be The Yard’s main attraction with plans to host musical guests, innovative speakers and outdoor yoga classes.

Following the dedication, CNN’s Fareed Zakaria took the stage as the evening’s keynote speaker during the final dinner to further discuss challenges and opportunities the world is currently facing.
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30 October 2017

Fort Worth "Tops Out"

SHARE


Fort Worth, Texas – Construction of Cambridge’s newest medical facility in Fort Worth attained structural completion, the traditional “topping out” milestone, on Friday, October 27th.  The four-story project will comprise more than 90,000 square feet and will contain a broad range of clinical services located in the heart of Fort Worth’s medical district at 500 S. Henderson Street. The facility will also feature natural light as visitors enter the building, large panoramic windows and earth-friendly (and people-friendly!) building materials throughout the property.

The new facility will allow Texas Oncology, its largest tenant, to consolidate three smaller clinics into one more efficient, convenient and patient-friendly location.

Construction is estimated to be completed in early 2018.









3 October 2017

ULI Names Participants in Health Leaders Network

SHARE


Nashville, TN – We are pleased to announce that Ryan Doyle, oneC1TY Nashville General Manager and Cambridge Vice President – Development has been selected to participate in Urban Land Institute’s 2017-2018 Health Leaders Network. Health Leaders Network is a new program designed to improve the health outcomes within communities. It includes 32 real estate development, planning, design, engineering, finance, and healthcare professionals from across the country.

The Health Leaders Network is supported by our friends at the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, the Colorado Health Foundation, and ULI Foundation governor Randall Lewis.

Click here for the full list of participants as published by Urban Land – The Magazine of the Urban Land Institute.
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11 August 2017

San Antonio's Texas Oncology Opens Its Doors

SHARE


San Antonio, Texas – Texas Oncology celebrated the opening of the new comprehensive cancer care facility, Texas Oncology – San Antonio Medical Center, on Thursday, August 10. 

More than 100 people gathered to celebrate the event and tour the facility, which consolidated multiple offices into a more efficient accessible and patient-friendly space for patients in the San Antonio area. 

The 40,000 square foot facility serves as San Antonio’s largest center providing care to cancer patients, including advanced radiation capabilities that deliver therapy more quickly, requiring fewer treatments sessions. 
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12 June 2017

Texas Oncology Expands With New Cancer Center

SHARE


San Antonio, TX – Texas Oncology has opened a new outpatient cancer care center in San Antonio to accommodate patient demand, adding 12,000 square feet of space and new technology that cuts the time for radiation to a fraction of previous treatments.

The new center, at 5206 Research Drive, opened its doors to patients Monday. The 40,000-square-foot facility replaced the group’s previous location at 4411 Medical Drive, which was part of the Methodist Hospital complex.

The move to a bigger space will provide, under one roof, more lab and imaging services that previously were done at different locations, said Dr. Roger Lyons, a member of the executive committee for Texas Oncology-San Antonio. The biggest upgrade is a radiation machine that can cut the treatment time for tumors from 10 minutes to 30 minutes per session to less than two minutes. It more precisely targets tumors that may shift in treatment or that are in sensitive areas — including the head, neck, abdomen, liver, lung and breast — minimizing damage to surrounding cells.

“It’s much more accurate. It’s quicker, it’s safer and can do things that otherwise you have to have special machines for,” Lyons said. “And so a lot of the radiation activity can go on at one site rather than being spread around at different sites around the city.”

The new Texas Oncology-San Antonio Cancer Center opens as providers around San Antonio are investing more in cancer care. UT Health San Antonio announced a partnership with MD Anderson Cancer Center late last year, and Oncology San Antonio plans to open a new cancer center on Baltimore Avenue later in 2017, according to Patrick Magallanes, the company’s CEO.

Read the full article as published by My San Antonio Express News.
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7 June 2017

San Antonio's Largest Cancer Center Now Serving Patients

SHARE


San Antonio , TX – Cambridge Holdings is proud to announce the opening of our latest development project, Texas Oncology-San Antonio Medical Center. The facility will be San Antonio’s largest comprehensive cancer care center and is designed to provide outpatient cancer treatment services to more than 300 patients a day.

The new 40,000 square foot center offers innovative medical oncology, specialized care with seven procedure rooms, eight lab work rooms, more than fifty chemotherapy chairs and over thirty exams room, as well as an outdoor healing garden.

Texas Oncology-San Antonio Medical Center marks the fifth Texas Oncology facility developed and managed by Cambridge Holdings.

“Cambridge is developing much more than the building – we are developing a relationship with a health provider who takes pride in providing high quality, community-based care to those in need. We look forward to our ongoing relationship with Texas Oncology.” states Grant Callison, Cambridge Holdings, Senior Vice President of Development and Leasing.

Click here for more coverage of Texas Oncology-San Antonio Medical Center:

Fox New’s KABB

NBC’s WOAI

Telemundo’s KVDA
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10 May 2017

8 C1TY Blvd. Awarded ULI Nashville's Building Healthy Places Award

SHARE


Nashville, TN – oneC1TY is pleased to announce that oneC1TY Nashville’s 8 C1TY Blvd. has been honored with Urban Land Institute’s Excellence in Development Building Healthy Places award.

On Monday evening, over 600 Urban Land Institute Nashville members and their guests gathered downtown to attend the nonprofit organization, Urban Land Institute Excellence in Development awards gala. Each year, ULI Nashville honors local projects for excellence in the areas of land use, design, construction and economics along with collaboration among development team members.

“The projects recognized tonight represent the ways we are building our city and how that makes Nashville special and not ‘Anytown USA’,” Jimmy Granbery, chairman of ULI Nashville, said in a release. “We’re building for our creative folks, our growing diversity, for affordability, our livability and the health of our community.”

8 C1TY Blvd. is situated in the heart of the oneC1TY community. Through thoughtful tenant cultivation with interior design that celebrates “building for health”, 8 C1TY Blvd. strives to connect with the adjacent neighborhoods and engage the community.

8 C1TY Blvd. celebrated the honor with representatives from oneC1TY/Cambridge Healthcare Properties Inc., Cambridge Nashville Medical Center LP, Earl Swensson Associates Inc., JE Dunn Construction, Civil Site Design Group, Amegy Bank, RPM Transportation Consultants LLC, TTL Inc., Structural Affiliates International, Smith Seckman Reid Inc., SSRCx, Facility Diagnostics, Interface Engineering, 505 Design and Raimi + Associates.

Click here to watch ULI Nashville’s interview with oneC1TY’s Ryan Doyle.

The Tennessean

Nashville Business Journal

Nashville Post
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13 April 2017

Texas Oncology Plans New Cancer Center in Fort Worth Medical District

SHARE


Cancer patients in the Fort Worth area will have a much larger facility where they can receive treatments next year.

Texas Oncology held a groundbreaking ceremony Tuesday for a new cancer center at 500 S. Henderson St., in the city’s medical district, that is expected to open in April 2018.

The four-story facility will allow Texas Oncology to consolidate three smaller locations in Fort Worth. Visitors will be bathed in natural light as they enter the building, which will feature large, panoramic windows.

“We wanted to give patients a real sense of hope and optimism with the design of our building,” said Jerry Barker Jr., a radiation oncologist who will work out of the new center.

Click here to read the full story as published by Star-Telegram.
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12 April 2017

Medical Office Building in Fort Worth Breaks Ground

SHARE


Officials from Texas Oncology, Texas Health Resources, McKesson Specialty Health, Near Southside, Inc. and Cambridge Holdings gathered Tuesday afternoon to commemorate the groundbreaking of Cambridge’s newest developed facility in Fort Worth, Texas. Some 60 people celebrated the milestone. The medical office building will be positioned conveniently in the heart of Fort Worth’s Medical District on the campus of Texas Health Resources’ flagship Tarrant County Hospital, Texas Health Methodist Hospital Fort Worth. 

The project in total will comprise over 90,000 square feet and will contain a broad range of clinical services, including leading-edge cancer research, radiation therapy, on-site pharmacy and supportive services. 

Texas Oncology, the largest tenant in the building, provides comprehensive compassionate cancer care to patients across Texas using leading-edge technologies and innovative treatments. The facility in Fort Worth is the sixth project Cambridge has developed in association with Texas Oncology, and the eleventh one Cambridge has developed in association with Texas Health Resources.

The facility will open in early 2018.
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1 March 2017

Texas Oncology Physician Honored with Patriot Award

SHARE


Wednesday, February 15 

Texas Oncology and the Office of the secretary of Defense Employer Support of the Guard and Reserve gathered at Cambridge’s Texas Health HEB Cancer Center in Bedford, Texas yesterday to honor Dr. Thomas C. Anderson, M.D. as he received the Patriot Award. 

The Patriot Award is awarded to individuals for contributing to national security and protecting liberty and freedom by supporting employee participation in America’s National Guard and United States Air Force Reserve. 

Dr. Anderson was recognized for his leadership and contribution to the overall mission of the United States Air Force Reserve. 
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9 February 2017

Texas Health Surgery Center Rockwall

SHARE


Thursday, February 2

Physicians of Texas Health Surgery Center Rockwall and Cambridge Holdings gathered Thursday afternoon to commemorate the groundbreaking of the new two-story medical office building expansion on the campus of Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital Rockwall in Rockwall, Texas.

Texas Health Surgery Center Rockwall is an affiliate of Surgical Care Affiliates, which delivers high-quality surgical care to medical groups and health systems across the nation. Today, SCA has grown to more than 200 surgical facilities, 8,000 teammates, and more than 7,500 physicians who perform approximately 1 million procedures in SCA facilities each year. In partnership with Cambridge Holdings, Texas Health Surgery Center of Rockwall will provide state-of-the-art surgical services in the new 54,300-square-foot facility.

Texas Health Surgery Center Rockwall completion is set for early 2018.
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20 September 2016

Models for Urban Innovation: An Update on oneC1TY

SHARE


Written by Ryan Doyle

Since our groundbreaking at 31st and Charlotte Avenue roughly two and a half years ago, people of all backgrounds and interests, have asked me “What is oneC1TY?”

I’ve learned from the questions…answered those that I could and most importantly, I’ve absorbed the perspective of the people asking them. oneC1TY started as an idea influenced by the healthcare industry experiences throughout my career, my company Cambridge’s commitment to building communities more sustainably and mindfully, and an investment by our City to literally connect Nashville’s West Side like never before, with a bridge that is shared between pedestrians, bikes, automobiles and trees. Our goal was to define Global Thought, Local Impact and Personal Health in a way that only Nashville is capable.

Through our partnership with the Global Action Platform, we are in the front row as our City participates in the Rockefeller Foundation’s 100 Resilient Cities program, where work will be done to examine and implement strategies for sustainable economic, environmental and infrastructure growth throughout Middle Tennessee.

Locally, oneC1TY is integral to the work of Urban Land Institute’s Healthy Corridor strategies. Initiatives like this one and the Nashville Civic Design Center’s Shaping Healthy Communities will make an impact on the design and development of the dense, multi-modally connected corridors recommended through the Nashville Next process and plan.

Click here to read the full article as published by The Diplomatic Courier.
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28 July 2016

Residential Project Underway at oneC1TY

SHARE


Cambridge is pleased to announce oneC1TY’s first residential project, now underway in Nashville.

The project marks the next chapter of Cambridge’s oneC1TY mixed-use development on Nashville’s West Side.

The residences at oneC1TY are designed to improve the wellbeing of residents through progressive architectural design and an emphasis on a connection to the outdoors. Enhanced lighting and clean air handling systems are essential features throughout living spaces and lifestyle programming including yoga, wellness seminars and social gatherings will enrich residents’ lives and enabling them to remain happy and healthy while enjoying their homes and community.

The residential building joins the fully occupied 8 C1TY Boulevard office building, which is home to Tennessee Orthopaedic Alliance, Microsoft, MediCopy, the Center for Medical Interoperability, as well as retail tenants Pastaria and Sump Coffee; oneC1TY’s recycled shipping container village, C1TY BLOX; and outdoor spaces including The Watershed, Community Table and Yard.

oneC1TY’s residential community is scheduled to be completed Fall 2017.
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17 June 2016

Wellbeing Summit 2016

SHARE


Cambridge Holdings’ Founder, Chairman and CEO Jean-Claude Saada spoke at The Diplomatic Courier’s second annual global summit on Wellbeing on May 18 in Washington, D.C. 

The summit convened government officials, academic institutions, leaders in agriculture, digital health companies, and other health partners from around the globe to explore new models and innovative technologies informing a better quality of life. 

Saada led a “lightning presentation” on the development and support of longevity-enhancing communities. “We can keep people out of medical buildings; to use better practices in real estate development, construction and community engagement…by providing a thriving mix of office, residential, retail and recreational uses; selecting healthier building materials; orienting buildings for health-enhancing light harvesting; and positioning them to encourage walking and cycling; supporting purveyors of fresh food; creating natural opportunities for exercise and engagement; and programming places and activities for interaction with nature and friends, colleagues and family,” he said. 

Click here to watch the full discussion. 
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5 May 2016

Cambridge Sweeps Overall Titles at Baylor Triathlon

SHARE


On April 3rd, 380 triathletes arrived bright and early to take on the 400 meter swim, 17 mile bike, and 5K run course near downtown Dallas at Baylor’s Tom Landry Triathlon. Once the races had been completed, Cambridge athletes Kearci Smith and Stephan Verdeyen were crowned women’s and men’s overall champions. In additional to claiming overall victory, a total of 16 Cambridge triathletes raced with no less than 14 of them placing either first, second, or third in their age group. 

Well done team! 
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16 March 2016

Starwood Hotels & Resorts’ Element Brand to Debut in Nashville At oneC1TY

SHARE


Nashville, TN – oneC1TY is proud to announce the Nashville debut of Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc.’s Element brand at oneC1TY. 

Element Nashville West End will offer 169 rooms and ground-floor retail space, as well as an innovative restaurant to anchor the first floor facing the Community Table, oneC1TY’s central dining experience. 

“There are so many reasons Element will be a quality fit to oneC1TY,” states oneC1TY’s Ryan Doyle. “It is an eco-friendly hotel brand that will, with its restaurant and retail offerings, be a strong complement to the business community and neighborhoods that oneC1TY is serving.” 

Allison Reid, Starwood Hotels and Resorts Worldwide senior vice president of North America development, said Nashville and oneC1TY in particular are a “terrific fit for the eco-savvy Element brand.”

“We are delighted to introduce Starwood’s Element brand to Nashville and expect it will be a top choice among both business and leisure travelers,” said Roman Bogoslavsky, Cambridge’s Chief Investment Officer. “Element Nashville West End will offer visitors a winning combination of smart design and an unbeatable location, as well as complement oneC1TY and Cambridge’s mission to make mindful, healthy living easy. We believe travelers deserve more than a place to stay. They need a place to thrive, where they can start every day fresh, focused and alive.”

Follow the links for more articles related to Starwood Hotels & Resorts’ Element brand debut in Nashville at oneC1TY:

Business Wire

The Tennessean

Nashville Business Journal

Nashville Post
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24 February 2016

The Offices at Champion Medical Center Hosts Town Hall Meeting
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Thursday, February 18

City council members, local business owners and community members filled the Offices at Champion Medical Center Thursday, February 18th as Metro Councilwoman Chauna Banks hosted a town hall meeting to discuss improving the overall well-being and prosperity of north Baton Rouge through efforts that entail job creation, job retention, tax base enhancements and improved quality of life. 

Topics included an initiative to make north Baton Rouge more health conscious by implementing a smoke-free campaign and emphasizing the need for more local healthcare as well as promoting economic development throughout the area. 

“Now is the right time to advance the work of our community with a display of collaborative leadership to make a difference in North Baton Rouge,” said Banks.

[image: IMG_0114]

As a leading example of how both business and medical communities can build on these existing resources to enhance economic development and create momentum throughout the community, the town hall meeting was held in Cambridge’s Offices at Champion Medical Center, which showcased the existing 76,000 square foot class “A” facility in north Baton Rouge and brought awareness to the 45,000 square feet of multi-tenant, general office space available to house local business professionals. 
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21 January 2016

Urban Land Institute Gathers at oneC1TY

SHARE


Last week, researchers from across the country gathered at oneC1TY to discuss Charlotte Avenue as a part of a yearlong study conducted in association with the Urban Land Institute. With support from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and the Colorado Health Foundation, ULI is investigating best practices to reinvent under-performing suburban and urban arterials in health-promoting ways. Their work will help advance efforts to foster places that promote health for the people who live, work, and travel along Charlotte Avenue.

The National Working Group of leading experts in land use, development, planning, and healthy community design wrapped up their findings on Friday; “You have a corridor that has some just unbelievable future to it, just like the rest of Nashville,” says Mike Higbee, of Design Concepts Inc. “This corridor is changing before your eyes and it really is an issue of: Is it going to change and deliver a great outcome for Nashville, or is it just going to be another corridor?”

The panel went on to suggest that Nashville create a group of local full-time leaders to organize and lead the Charlotte Avenue revitalization into a healthy, positive direction amid all the change.


[image: Nashville Event]Nashville Event


You can read more in the article published by Nashville Public Radio and Urban Land Institute’s Building Healthy Places Initiative here.
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13 November 2015

Saada Takes Home the 2015 Championship of the Season

SHARE


The final race of the 2015 season in the Ferrari Challenge North America championships took place this past weekend at the Mugello Circuit near Scarperia, Italy.

The season ended in a narrow lead as Cambridge Chairman and CEO, Jean-Claude Saada made it to the podium in second place during the last and final race of the season and took home the ultimate victory as the 2015 season champion of the Coppa Shell class.
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6 November 2015

oneC1TY welcomes Pastaria!
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oneC1TY is proud to announce that St. Louis celebrity Chef/owner Gerard Craft of Niche Food Group will open a second location of his popular casual Italian concept, Pastaria, in oneC1TY’s 8 C1TY Blvd. Upon opening, this will be the sixth restaurant for the James Beard Award Best Chef: Midwest winner and the first outside of his adopted hometown of St. Louis, Missouri.

“We are excited for Chef Craft to anchor what we call our Community Table, the entertainment and dining district that we are creating at the heart of oneC1TY. Gerard’s food gathers families, friends, and professional acquaintances around the table to experience the craft and artistry of real food. Paired with oneC1TY’s connecting location on Nashville’s west side business and university corridor, there is no doubt in my mind that Pastaria will elevate the food scene that continues to grow along Charlotte Avenue,” says oneC1TY general manager Ryan Doyle.

For more, you can read the full articles here:

Nashville Eater

The Tennessean

Nashville Business Journal

The Nashville Post

Full Service Restaurants Magazine

Nashville Scene

St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

Sauce Magazine

Feast Magazine

St. Louis Business Journal 
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23 October 2015

oneC1TY Hosts Nashville's Mayor Barry, ULI and NAIOP

SHARE


October 22, 2015

Less than one month after being sworn in as Metro Nashville’s seventh mayor, Megan Barry spoke at oneC1TY to approximately 175 members of Nashville’s Urban Land Institute chapter and NAIOP commercial real estate development association about her goals and favored approaches to continued healthy growth of Nashville’s many beloved neighborhoods. oneC1TY General Manager Ryan Doyle welcomed Mayor Barry and both organizations to the first event hosted inside 8 C1TY Blvd, a newly completed office building at oneC1TY – Cambridge Holdings, Inc.’s sustainable mixed-use development project focused on healthy, mindful living being constructed at Charlotte Avenue and the 28th/31st Avenue Connector.

Mayor Barry stated her administration’s priorities for improving education, transportation and housing. To the gathered real estate professionals present, she encouraged dense development along the city’s corridors and pikes; praised infill projects that preserve green space and provide vibrant live/work/play environments for community benefit; spoke of improving access to Nashville’s Greenways for all neighborhoods; and recognized the positive impact of public / private partnerships like the Connector bridge project, which led the way for oneC1TY’s development, to spur additional private investment throughout Davidson County.


[image: DSC00139-small]oneC1TY General Manager Ryan Doyle, Nashville Mayor Megan Barry and ULI Nashville Chairman Jimmy Granbery.
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18 September 2015

SAADA VICTORIOUS X2 AT MONT-TREMBLANT

SHARE


Cambridge Chairman and CEO Jean-Claude Saada competed amidst heavy rain showers and slick track conditions at Mont-Tremblant, Quebec, Canada last weekend and brought home first place finishes in both races for the Coppa Shell class.

Saada’s most recent victories bring his total 2015 first place trophies to six. He now narrowly leads the field of drivers in the Coppa Shell class.

The Ferrari Challenge series continues with the next race in New Orleans in October and concludes with the finale in Mugello, Tuscany Italy in November.

Click here to read the full article and see the video clip.
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16 September 2015

Team Cambridge Athlete "Pays It Forward"

SHARE


During The Backland Sprint Triathlon, Lauren Green was on a mission to make it to the finish line and find herself victorious at the top of the podium. However, at mile 12 of the 15 mile bike course, as fate would have it, she became a hero of a different sort.

Out of nowhere, a vehicle came across the road and hit a fellow triathlete, knocking her off her bicycle and narrowly missing Lauren. Immediately, Lauren got off her bike and stayed by the athlete’s side as she recovered from the shock.

Once both athletes were okay, the two got back on their bikes, finished the remainder of the race and crossed the finish line together.

Nonetheless a great deed, a great story and yet another great example of a selfless Cambridge athlete “paying it forward.” Well done, Lauren!
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18 August 2015

Cambridge Celebrates Decades of Dedication

SHARE


Cambridge takes pride in the longevity and dedication of its team. With 36 employees overall, the company has 18 employees who have celebrated 10 year anniversaries – including most recently Brian Werner, Elize Pruske and Jaymi Marshall. Doubling their efforts is Lauren Mowery, who is celebrating 20 years of service with Cambridge. All were treated today to a celebratory lunch, Tiffany service awards and Cambridge-funded trips in recognition of their dedication to the company.

According to a Bureau of Labor Statistics survey published in 2014, the median employment tenure for U.S. companies is 4.6 years. At Cambridge, we take pride in the fact that the average tenure for Cambridge employees is 8.7 years – nearly double the national average!

Thank you for all you have done and continue to do for the Cambridge family and community, Brian, Elize, Jaymi and Lauren.
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11 August 2015

Team Cambridge Kids Stay Active

SHARE


Saturday, August 8th was a busy day for the Team Cambridge Kids!

Kaden and Kiley Robinson participated in the Hood County YMCA Kids Triathlon in Granbury, Texas. The swim took place at the Danna Vollmer Municipal pool and the City of Granbury Park. The triathlon was broken up into divisions: Mini-Tri for those that are new, Junior Division for ages 6-10 years and the Senior Division for ages 11-15 years. Kiley placed 3rd in her age group, 6-8 years; and Kaden placed 4th in his age group, 9-10 years and 6th overall in his division.

 


[image: Kiley with trophy]Kiley with trophy


Amelia Levall participated in her first triathlon at the Cooper Kids Triathlon event in McKinney, Texas on Saturday, August 8th. After watching her dad from the sidelines and seeing kids participate in a previous Splash and Dash event, Amelia decided it was time to join the fun!


[image: Amelia Levall]Amelia Levall


Another Team Cambridge Kid’s Triathlete, Emmy, continues to train for the Greater Dallas Area Special Olympics on September 22nd. Emmy will swim the 25 and 50 freestyle.


[image: Emmy]Emmy


 

Keep up the great work, all!
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25 June 2015

Team Cambridge’s Kid’s Triathlon Programs Pick Up Momentum.

SHARE


June has been a busy month for Team Cambridge! Benbrook YMCA has organized their area’s first triathlon team in partnership with Team Cambridge and in Dallas County, Team Cambridge’s triathletes have developed a youth triathlon program. Each program is led by fellow Team Cambridge athletes who encourage the importance of staying fit, eating right, working as a team and healthy competition.

Team Cambridge’s younger athletes have participated in multiple events nationwide this month including the Aggieland Kid’s Triathlon, The Tri Monroe Sprint and Super Sprint Elite & Age Group Triathlon and the JCC Kid’s Triathlon. All youth triathletes crossed each finish line with smiles on their faces and more races on the books.

Way to go, Team Cambridge!

For more information on Team Cambridge’s Youth Teams, please contact:

Cambridge Youth Team – Benbrook:

Keith Kotar

Cambridge Youth Team – Dallas:

Todd Codish

[image: IMG_2183]
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29 May 2015

oneC1TY hosts ULI Nashville’s “Containers before Cocktails”

SHARE


May 27, 2015

Urban Land Institute’s Nashville chapter gathered at oneC1TY’s C1TYBLOX for “Containers Before Cocktails: C1TYBLOX – A Story of Repurposed Shipping Containers in Healthy Lifestyle Developments,” in association with ULI Nashville’s “Content Before Cocktails” series.

ULI Nashville President and oneC1TY Nashville General Manager Ryan Doyle opened the event with a presentation about how oneC1TY puts health at the forefront of the community’s development. “…this includes everything from the way people work, to engineering ease into healthier daily routines, to the connections between the built environment and the experiences that shape our lives,” he said. Doyle specifically highlighted the components of C1TYBLOX as a microcosm of the larger oneC1TY objectives.

His remarks were followed by a self-guided tour of C1TYBLOX, an arrangement of 21 repurposed shipping containers set to create a mini retail district spotlighting healthy food, fitness and event space within oneC1TY.
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22 May 2015

100 Miles with the Mayor
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oneC1TY was pleased to host Mayor Karl Dean and the Nashville community for an early morning walk on May 21st. The event highlighted the 28th/31st Avenue Connector that borders our project as well as Centennial Park just the other side of the Connector. The 2.25-mile walk was part of Mayor Dean’s health initiative “100 Miles with the Mayor.”

In remarks before the walk, Mayor Dean emphasized the importance of healthy lifestyles and applauded oneC1TY’s design principles that aim to make living healthy easy. The group gathered before and after the walk to explore oneC1TY’s soon-to-open C1TYBLOX and enjoyed breakfast provided by local food trucks Crepe-A-Diem and Slow Hand Coffee Company.
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19 May 2015

Tour De Nash

SHARE


Saturday, May 16th

oneC1TY and 700+ cyclists braved the wet Nashville weather and participated in Nashville’s 11th annual Tour De Nash. Nashville’s largest urban bike ride, Tour De Nash encourages people to explore Nashville’s best bikeways and roads by bicycle. The tour included three routes: the Family Ride (8.6 miles), the Gran Tour (31 miles) and the Metric Century (59 miles) and finished at Morgan Park in Germantown.

Along the Gran Tour and the Metric Century routes, oneC1TY hosted a rest stop complete with healthy snacks, bicycle maintenance provided by Gran Fondo, and live music by local DJ AyDamn.

[image: Gran Fondo Bike Stop]

[image: DJ AyDamn]

Despite the weather, cyclists of all ages and levels peddled through the rain making Tour De Nash a truly successful afternoon – Congrats to all who crossed the finish line!

[image: Tour De Nash - Start Line]
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11 May 2015

EXPO COLLABORATORS TO FEED THE PLANET

SHARE



Written by  Dr. Scott T. Massey, Guest Contributor

Diplomatic Courier

In 2012, Global Action Platform conducted the first global summit to frame issues for the agenda of ExpoMilano2015. Opening with an assessment of food issues from the World Bank, the inaugural program examined food production, climate, logistics, nutrition/diet, the culture of food, and ended with a keynote from Thomas Friedman of the New York Times. The global dialogue on food launched at the Summit in 2012 has continued annually since then and has now become an ongoing collaboration to build scalable, sustainable solutions for abundant food, health, and prosperity.




This year, in 2015, Global Action Platform expands its work related to feeding the planet through support of the new Sustainable Development Goals and the launch of an urban development campus to serve as a center of innovation and best practices.

Global Action Platform is a university-business alliance working on global food, health, and economic issues. From its headquarters as the global think tank and trusted convener for oneC1TY, a twenty-acre innovation park in Nashville, Tennessee, Global Action Platform is working to find solutions for abundance. With over a million square feet of space, encompassing two hotels, a conference center, business accelerator, offices, two residential towers, a farmers’ market, restaurants, retail, and entertainment, oneC1TY is a living laboratory for nutritious food, mindful healthy living, and shared value economic development.

Urbanization and food are increasingly interconnected challenges. oneC1TY addresses the primary need of today’s global cities—to create a new infrastructure to support the human capital essential to sustainable communities and economies. The World Bank projects that 75% of the world’s population will live in urban areas in the next three decades. Cities that design to empower their people will thrive; those that do not will struggle and decay. oneC1TY is designed to respond to this urban challenge and opportunity. At oneC1TY—Nashville, and its future locations around the world, the resources needed by today’s creative class are hyper-connected in a community dedicated to innovation.

 

Read the full story as published by the Diplomatic Courier.
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29 April 2015

Saada chalks up two more podium finishes at Sonoma
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April 29th 2015

Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge Chairman and CEO, fought through two races at the Sonoma Raceway, on Saturday April 25th and Sunday April 26th, securing a 1st and 2nd place finish within his racing class for the Ferrari Challenge Series.

The next round of the North American Ferrari Challenge takes place in Montreal, Quebec, in conjunction with the Formula 1 Canadian Grand Prix June 5-7.
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9 April 2015

oneC1TY releases image of planned 7 C1TY Place

SHARE


oneC1TY developer releases image of planned 7 C1TY Place

Published April 9, 2015 by William Williams in the Nashville Post

Cambridge Holdings Inc. has released a new image for 7 C1TY Place, the second office and retail building within its under-construction oneC1TY.

Work on the multi-building, mixed-use development continues, with an office building to house, among others, the Tennessee Orthopaedic Association now topped and progress being made on C1TYBLOX, a collection of former shipping containers that will serve as temporary space for retailers.

Ryan Doyle, oneC1TY’s general manager, said 7 C1TY Place is” the next step in our mission to provide companies with a healthier environment, while promoting work/life balance.”

“Workforces will enjoy maximum productivity, tech-enabled indoor and outdoor collaborative spaces and plenty of parking,” he said. “In addition, the ground floor will continue to grow the West Side’s entertainment district, specifically our unique blend of retail and culinary amenities. We are beginning to market the space to prospects and are digging into more detail with the likely anchors to kickoff this specific building.”

Doyle said Cambridge as enlisted Hastings Architecture Associates to design the second office tower, a groundbreaking for which has not yet been announced.

Earlier this year, Cambridge released a new site plan for the development, which is be located at the southwest corner of the intersection of Charlotte Avenue and the 28th/31st Avenue Connector. Read more about the project here and C1TYBLOX here.

(Image courtesy of Cambridge and HAA)

[image: 7C1typlace]
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26 February 2015

The Blue Zones Project Kicks Off in Fort Worth, Texas

SHARE


Thousands of Fort Worth residents turned out Saturday, Feb. 21st for the citywide kick off to The Blue Zones Project. Health-centered activities, cooking lessons, performances and presentations from Blue Zone’s author, Dan Buettner and Mayor Betsy Price, all promoted ways Fort Worth residents can strive for a healthier life during Saturday’s event.

 

The project is a multi-year effort to make it easier for people who live and work in Fort Worth to make healthier choices. Fort Worth, the largest city thus far to partner with the Blue Zones Project, will implement changes in work sites, restaurants, transportation and in community policy to make healthy living easy.

 

The event ended “Blue Week,” during which the city raised awareness about the beginning of the four-year project.


[image: Cambridge Employee Wendy Pearson with Blue Zone’s Author, Dan Buettner]Cambridge Employee Wendy Pearson with Blue Zone’s Author, Dan Buettner
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17 February 2015

One of our own

SHARE


One of Team Cambridge’s very own, Kearci Smith, participated in Dallas’ annual Hot Chocolate 15K Run benefiting the Ronald McDonald House on February 7th. Race proceeds benefit families of children being treated at Children’s Hospital by providing a “home away from home” at the Ronald McDonald House. 

A national triathlon qualifier, as well as a top distance runner, Kearci surpassed all 3,000+ women participating and finished with the lead time. 

Congrats, Kearci! 

[image: Kerci HC15K Finish]
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5 February 2015

New site plan released for oneC1TY

SHARE


Nasvhille Post – New site plan released for oneC1TY

Published February 5, 2015 by William Williams

Cambridge Holdings Inc. has released a new site plan image for its under-construction oneC1TY.

Ryan Doyle, oneC1TY’s general manager, said the building footprint with the updated image looks larger than the footprint of the previous rendering due to the inclusion of an underground parking deck. The above-grade footprint is about the same, he added.

“We are close to announcing our food and beverage for the ground floor of the first building,” Doyle said. “They will be a dynamic mix of amenities spilling onto our Community Table and Yard this fall.”

Doyle said the weather has slowed a bit the completion of the mixed-use development’s internal streets, but the streets are “will welcome visitors deeper into the site in time for sand volleyball leagues to begin within C1TYBLOX in late March,” he added.

oneC1TY will be located at the southwest corner of the intersection of Charlotte Avenue and the 28th/31st Avenue Connector. Read more about the development here and C1TYBLOX here.

Here’s the updated site plan:

[image: new]

And the previous iteration of the plan:

[image: old]

Here’s a photo of the under-construction office building that will house Tennessee Orthopaedic Alliance.

[image: Cranes]
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30 January 2015

Cancer Center at THD – Now Open for Collaborative, State-Of-The-Art Care

SHARE


Dennis Barnes, Cambridge executive vice president and chief operating officer, told a crowd of 170 gathered for the event that the most important factor driving design and development was “how can we create a place that brings caregivers together in new collaborative ways that make the patient and family experience the best it can possibly be … as they face the daunting challenges and that a cancer diagnosis brings.” Barnes thanked Texas Health Resources for the continuing partnership with Cambridge, which has yielded nine facilities and nearly 1 million square feet of space on THR campuses across Dallas-Fort Worth. Services at the new Cancer Center include Texas Oncology, the Southwest Diagnostic Center for Molecular Imaging and Cancer Support Community of North Texas, as well as retail tenants Subway and Women’s Boutique. The facility provides peaceful respite for patients and families in the middle of a hospital campus, with pastoral views to a small lake and a grassy, treed garden and lawn accessible from the Cancer Support Community clubhouse.
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24 January 2015

Saada Challenges Daytona and Wins!
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Cambridge Chairman and CEO Jean-Claude Saada placed first at the North American Ferrari Challenge at the iconic Daytona International Speedway. The Ferrari Challenge North America runs alongside the United Sports Car Championship, supporting the first major race of the 2015 season, the 24 Hours of Daytona.
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6 January 2015

Team Cambridge Captures Championship - Again!

SHARE


For the third consecutive year, Team Cambridge Triathlon Racing has won a USA Triathlon South Midwest Region Club Championship.

In 2013 and 2014, the team captured the Category 2 award. Category 2 is the second largest classification and includes teams with 130-249 members. The region consists of Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and Texas. The championship is based on total individual athlete points from all races in the region during the calendar year. Athletes receive points ranging from 12 points for an overall victory to 1 point for finishing. In addition to the 2013 and 2014 Category 2 victories, Team Cambridge was the Category 3 champion (for teams with 60-120 athletes) in 2012.

Scott Olden (above) was the top individual scorer for Team Cambridge in all three years.
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18 December 2014

Cambridge Announces Residences At ONEC1TY

SHARE


ONEC1TY Targets Spring Start For Apartment Tower

Multi-building project’s first residential structure could rise 15 stories

Published December 17, 2014 by William Williams, Nashville Post.

[image: alt]

ONEC1TY developer Cambridge Holdings Inc. is targeting a spring start for what will be the multi-structure mixed-used project’s first residential building.

Dallas-based Cambridge created Nashcam LP to undertake the health care and technology focused multi-phased development (stylized as ONEC1TY), located at the southwest corner of the intersection of the 28th/31st Avenues Connector and Charlotte Avenue.

Recently, the company submitted to the Metro Planning Department a request for final site plan approval for a 2.81-acre portion of the ONEC1TY Specific Plan District (on a segment of property located at 7 City Place and on the west side of 28th Avenue) to permit a 311-unit apartment building. Planning staff is reviewing the submission.

Ryan Doyle, ONEC1TY general manager, said the building will rise between 12 and 15 stories, making it one of Nashville’s tallest structures located west of Centennial Park. The specific plan in place for the overall site allows for a 15-floor building.

“We’re still working through the vertical design part of the building,” Doyle said, adding that a detailed rendering could be ready in early January. Dallas-based WDG (see the firm’s work here) is designing the tower.

Of note, Cambridge, which currently has an office building and retail spaces being constructed on the 18.7-acre site, will not bring on a development partner for the residential building.

Doyle said the apartment tower will help Cambridge further foster “a community that will support the health-tech eco-system we’re trying to create and accelerate in Nashville.”

As to the retail component of ONEC1TY, Cambridge is using former shipping containers to house the shops (read more here).

Doyle declined to note specific retailers but said the “food and bike culture will be a big part.”

“We continue to work with Metro on permitting each retail tenant so that we can open as soon possible,” he said.

Brentwood-based JE Dunn Construction is the general contractor, with Nashville-based Civil Site Design Group handling engineering and land planning chores.
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12 December 2014

CCIM/UTSA Real Estate Development Competition
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CCIM – John Vogel – UTSA Real Estate Project Competition

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS – In support of education, Elize Pruske, CCIM participated on a panel of twelve judges selected and assembled by the CCIM San Antonio/South Texas Chapter for the CCIM/UTSA Real Estate Development Project Competition at the UTSA College of Business on Tuesday, December 9, 2014.

In keeping with the educational mission of the CCIM Institute, the competition was created to support the Real Estate Finance and Development students at UTSA. CCIM’s goal is to broaden students’ real estate education by grounding them in the real world, dealing with the people they will meet, on the job and in the pursuit of their real estate career. The winning team receives the CCIM-John Vogel-UTSA Project Competition Award.

The “capstone” course for the UTSA College of Business Real Estate Finance and Development major is FIN 4733: Principles of Sustainable Real Estate Development. The instruction from the entire degree program is integrated into a real estate development term project which is presented at this competition. The purpose of the competition is to lever the students’ work on the project with professional expertise of CCIM members.

[image: alt]
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Real estate finance and development is designed for students interested in managing businesses associated with real estate and the planning, financing, developing and construction of building projects. Graduates will be able to explore career opportunities in areas such as financial analysis, market analysis, mortgage banking, real estate development and real estate investment.

The real estate development, home building and construction industry employs more than 131,000 individuals in San Antonio. It has an economic impact of $19.4 billion each year, second only to the health care industry as an economic generator. Statewide, over 784,000 individuals are employed in the industry. Real estate is the largest component of wealth and has been estimated to represent approximately one-half of the world’s wealth. Real estate generates over 28% of the U.S. GDP and creates jobs for nearly 9,000,000 Americans.
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5 December 2014

10th Annual World Stem Cell Summit
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SAN ANTONIO, Texas – Cambridge Holdings, Inc. participated in the 10th annual World Stem Cell Summit hosted in San Antonio December 3-5, 2014.

[image: alt]

From 40 countries more than 1,200 attendees including prominent industry leaders, scientists, clinicians, students, regulators, policy makers, patient advocates, philanthropists, economic development officers and experts in law and ethics joined together to advance their field. The World Stem Cell Summit, produced by the Genetics Policy Institute (GPI), is the largest interdisciplinary, networking meeting of stem cell science and regenerative medicine stakeholders, uniting the diverse community. With the overarching purpose of fostering biomedical research, funding and investments targeting cures, the Summit is the single conference charting the future of this burgeoning field.

The program showcased innovation, insight and inspiration and provided the research, industry, economic and societal context for understanding how all of the pieces of the stem cell science and regenerative medicine puzzle fit together. The Summit provided international exposure for San Antonio, the seventh largest city in America, and its $31 billion health care and bioscience industry. Healthcare and bioscience are a dominant force in the city’s economy, employing more than 1 of every 6 members of the San Antonio workforce. This San Antonio sector combines unique assets, diverse resources, and a tangible spirit of collaboration in an environment where innovations that save lives around the world are discovered.

San Antonio leaders participated in a panel that recognized San Antonio as a city of science and health. They defined and described San Antonio as an “innovation ecosystem” that drives discovery and nurtures novel findings into the patient marketplace. First class research, sophisticated technology transfer personnel, experienced entrepreneurs, creation of incubator facilities, availability of capital, and supportive public agencies are just some of the elements that city supports to foster the growth of regenerative medicine and other life science companies in such ecosystem.


[image: alt]Elize Pruske (left) with Ann Stevens


Elize Pruske, CCIM of Cambridge visits with Ann Stevens, President of BioMed SA and local panel speaker at the Summit, about the regional innovation ecosystem and the quality environments that are needed to support them. BioMed SA is a non-profit, membership-based organization, supported in part by the City of San Antonio, with a mission to accelerate growth of the healthcare and bioscience sector, create regional economic benefit, and contribute to the health of San Antonio and beyond by establishing San Antonio as a leader in healthcare and bioscience.

For more information please visit:

World Stem Cell Summit or BioMed SA
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1 December 2014

Nashville soon to Get The First Shipping Container Retail Center
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By Christine Walsh for Jetson Green Nov. 28, 2014

Cambridge Holdings Inc. in collaboration with ONEC1TY recently announced that they would soon begin the construction of a mixed-use building, which will be built out of recycled shipping containers. This will be the first cargotecture building in Nashville, and the actual construction will be done by the Carter Group.

The structure will be called C1TYblox, and it will be constructed out of 21 repurposed 40-foot shipping containers. These will be provided by the New York-based SG Blocks, which will also pre-fabricate them for assembly on the building site.The main function of the structure will be providing a small retail district with a special focus on food, fitness and providing spaces for events.

C1TYblox will be located on ONEC1TY Nashville’s 19-acre campus at Charlotte Avenue and the 28th/31st Avenue Connector and will span more than 12,000 square feet. Carter Group is currently still waiting for a building permit for C1TYblox, but they are hopeful that the structure will be completed by the end of 2014.

C1TYblox will consist of ample outdoor space, which can be used for a variety of purposes, as well as several restaurants and fitness-oriented service businesses. Local business owners will be especially welcome at C1TYblox, which is all part of the overall business model of the complex, which revolves around speed and sustainability. This is also the primary reason why they decided to use shipping containers to construct C1TYblox, since it allows for speedy construction, while building using shipping containers is also sustainable and environmentally friendly.

There is as yet little information available as to what the final structure will look like, but from the digital render it appears it will be a one story complex. It also appears that the shipping containers will not be altered greatly in order to construct C1TYblox. This would be in keeping with the builders’ wish to celebrated cargotecture and make more people aware of the possibilities it offers.
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17 November 2014

Global Action Summit aims to fight hunger, disease

SHARE


NASHVILLE — Ask Scott Massey what he is working on these days and he will share a tall agenda: creating abundant food, health and economic prosperity for everyone in the world.

Fortunately, he is not tackling these lofty goals alone. Massey leads a business and university alliance called the Cumberland Center, focused on developing meaningful solutions to large-scale problems related to these areas through its Global Action Platform. Instead of looking to the world of non-profits and governments, the Cumberland Center is turning to the source of the most capital — the private sector.

“To achieve sustainable, scalable solutions, it’s really going to require business models,” Massey said. “We are going to find ways to engage the business sector in sustainable business practices that are profitable to them but that help us address issues.”

Read the full story as reported by USA Today
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16 September 2014

Cambridge attends World Economic Forum’s Meeting of New Champions

SHARE


TIANJIN, China – Cambridge Holdings, Inc., a member of the World Economic Forum’s Community of Global Growth Companies, was represented by Jean-Claude Saada and Leslie DeShazer at the Forum’s eighth Annual Meeting of New Champions September 9-12.

The World Economic Forum (WEF) is an independent international organization committed to improving the state of the world by engaging business, political, academic and other leaders of society to shape global, regional and industry agendas. WEF is best known for its annual winter meeting of international business and political leaders in Davos, Switzerland. The winter forum focuses on global politics, economics and social issues.

The Meeting of New Champions, also known as “Summer Davos,” is held annually in China and is the foremost global gathering on science, technology and innovation, convening executives from dynamic and fast growing enterprises shaping the future of business and society together with leaders from major multinationals and government, media, academia and civil society.


[image: alt]Tianjin Skyline


Summer Davos 2014 convened some 1,900 participants from 90 countries in the northeastern port city of Tianjin to share strategies and discuss global issues and risks related to the meeting’s theme “Creating Value through Innovation.” The New Champion communities – including Global Growth Companies, Young Global Leaders, Young Scientists, Technology Pioneers, Social Entrepreneurs and Global Shapers – engaged with Forum Members and Partners at the meeting.


[image: alt]Chinese Premier Li Keqiang (L) and Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum (WEF) discuss China’s economic policy at the Summer Davos forum in Tianjin.


As of January 2014, the Community of Global Growth Companies comprises more than 360 firms from over 60 countries. Membership in the community is by invitation only and is a result of a diligent review of selection criteria. Typical Global Growth Companies exceed their industry standards in revenue growth and innovative business practices, and have a track record of leadership and – above all – exemplary corporate global citizenship.

Cambridge joined the WEF as a Global Growth Company in August 2014.

“It is indeed an honor to join the World Economic Forum’s Community of Global Growth Companies and to convene with so many great thought leaders from around the world in Tianjin,” said Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge Chairman and CEO. “The depth of expertise around global economic, social and business issues was impressive and we were pleased to share our perspective as developers of healthy, mindful living communities and to hear about complementary initiatives on the global stage. We look forward to continuing discussion and innovation with this group for many years to come.”


[image: alt]Inside the Annual Meeting of New Champions at the Tianjin Meijiang International Convention & Exhibition Center
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10 September 2014

Tri Team Sweeps and Pays it Forward!

SHARE


Team Cambridge Triathlon swept the Old College Tri in Denton Texas, on September 7th. The team claimed Top Team Male (Trent Simmons, Stephen Levall and Richie Conry), Top Team Female (Christina Bell, Michele Kolin and Shelby Fraser), Overall Winner (Trent Simmons) and Overall Female Winner (Cristina Bell).

In other news, 14 Team Cambridge athletes cooked and served dinner on September 3rd at the Ronald McDonald house for children and parents of children being treated at Children’s Hospital. The worthy effort was chaired by Trent and Holly Simmons and food was under the direction of Benjamin and Sarah Looney.

[image: alt]

Way to go Team!
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1 August 2014

C1TYblox will feature food, fitness and event spaces

SHARE
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Published August 1, 2014 in the Nashville Post by William Williams

Cambridge Holdings Inc. announced today its OneC1TY health care and technology-focused mixed-use project under construction on Nashville’s west side will feature retail spaces made of repurposed shipping containers — the first of its kind in the city.

To be called C1TYblox, the collection of 21 repurposed shipping containers will be assembled and arranged to create a mini retail district spotlighting food, fitness and event spaces, according to Ryan Doyle, general manager for One City (stylized as oneC1TY). To date, Nashville’s retail space offered via retrofitted shipping containers has been more limited in scope: for example, the restaurant space in The 404 Hotel and Kitchen in The Gulch.

Doyle said he is hopeful the Metro Codes Administration Department will issue a permit early next week to allow for the construction of the one-acre food, fitness and event village on oneC1TY Nashville’s 19-acre campus, to be located at Charlotte Avenue and the 28th/31st Avenue Connector. The Carter Group will serve as general contractor, with an end-of-year completion date targeted. C1TYblox is expected to be operational up until the final phase of the multi-building oneC1TY master plan is completed within the next few years, Doyle said.

“C1TYblox will serve an important role as an accelerator and business incubator while we continue to develop the permanent oneC1TY community around it,” Doyle said. “It will allow us to bring in companies and services that share our mindful living philosophy, and it will play a key role in providing amenities to oneC1TY tenants, residents, visitors and the surrounding neighborhoods.”

Avo, a natural foods-oriented eatery that will offer a plant-based menu, is the first announced tenant for C1TYblox (read more here).

C1TYblox will face the soon-to-be constructed C1TY Boulevard and will feature parking immediately off Charlotte Avenue. Construction of oneC1TY’s infrastructure, green spaces, outdoor amenities and first office building began in late 2013.

C1TYblox will include a mix of programmable outdoor space, restaurants and fitness-oriented service businesses (with an emphasis on local ownership). Doyle said the use of shipping containers will allow Cambridge to provide services at oneC1TY far sooner than it could with conventional construction. It also will complement Cambridge’s and oneC1TY’s commitment to environmentally sensitive development, he added.

New York-based SG Blocks will manufacture the pre-fabricated containers, with delivery to the site set for this fall.

“Our business model revolves around speed and sustainability, and we know that oneC1TY and the community will greatly benefit from and enjoy these spaces,” said Paul Galvin, SG Blocks chairman and CEO. “We are disrupting the traditional real estate model by helping developers make use of their properties more quickly and efficiently. C1TYblox will serve as a great accelerator for the larger development of oneC1TY.”

Doyle said he has observed the useful application of reused shipping containers during his travels. For example, he said devastated natural disaster areas in New Zealand have become retail destinations, density and traffic have been generated in redeveloping neighborhoods in London, and pop-up music venues have been created in public spaces throughout Melbourne.

“Now we are bringing our version of this strategy to Nashville as the building blocks for incubating business, fitness and food concepts within the oneC1TY community,” Doyle said.

Gary Gaston, design director at the Nashville Civic Design Center, called the move “innovative.”

“It’s just an ingenious way to activate the site while all the work is happening,” Gaston said. “It will add a lot of energy to the site.”

The completion of C1TYblox by year’s end will come approximately 10 months before the first permanent building, which will rise four stories and span approximately 125,000 square feet, is completed on the oneC1TY campus.

When oneC1TY is fully developed, the mixed-use urban node will be home to companies representing the health care, life sciences and technology sectors of the global economy, comprising more than 1 million square feet of Class A research/office, retail, residential and green spaces.
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15 July 2014

Saada Speaks At Future City Summit

SHARE


WASHINGTON, DC – Cambridge’s Chairman and CEO Jean-Claude Saada was a featured panelist at the Global Cities + Social Good: The Future City Summit where mayors, public policy experts and leaders in urban development, design and technology gathered to discuss best practices and offer engaging insight into the future city.

The Summit was held July 9 at the Ronald Reagan Building & International Trade Center and was hosted by global affairs magazine Diplomatic Courier, which noted that 70 percent of the human population will live in urban centers by 2050. Summit participants discussed how cities will change – and change us – in response to this influx of people.

Common themes included the need for resiliency and mindful living, which will become even more important to the health and sustainability of cities; the idea that technology will be a key tool for progress but should not take the place of human interaction; and the assertion that local leaders must look beyond city borders to establish relationships with other countries and reap the benefits of worldwide interconnectivity.

Viewers around the world joined a live feed provided by technology partner +SocialGood and joined the discussion across social media. More than 1500 tweets reached 15 million twitter feeds and pushed the official hashtag #FutureCity to trending in Washington, D.C.

Read more here (scroll to bottom for video of the event).


[image: alt]“This is how we need to reinvent the way we live – all of us can evangelize mindful healthy living, made easy.” Jean-Claude Saada
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7 July 2014

Cambridge Goes A-List Again!

SHARE


Cambridge is pleased to announce that two more of its developed, owned and managed medical office buildings – those at Texas Health Harris Methodist Hospital Alliance and Texas Health Arlington Memorial Hospital – have all received “A List” awards for service excellence.

These awards are presented by CEL & Associates, the leading independent surveyor of tenant satisfaction in real estate and the official surveyor of the Building Owners and Managers Association International (“BOMA”). A-List awards are based on tenant feedback regarding quality of leasing, maintenance and management services, and overall property satisfaction.

This brings to 55 the total number of awards earned by Cambridge properties (including CEL and BOMA TOBY awards) since Cambridge began surveying tenants in 2005.

“The process is quite rigorous,” said Wendy Pearson, director of property operations. “Properties must receive a 50% response rate and service scores must be at least 85% to receive recognition. We received a 96.6% score in Arlington and a 99.5% score at Alliance,” she said. “Equally important is the feedback from our tenants about areas where we can do better – we take this very seriously and appreciate knowing how we can be of even better service.”

“None of these awards would be possible without the efforts of the entire Cambridge team and the wonderful tenants at our properties,” said Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge chairman and CEO. “I am so proud of our team as we look forward to continually improving tenant relationships in all our buildings and communities.”
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3 July 2014

First building underway at ONEC1TY

SHARE


by Adam Sichko in The Nashville Business Journal

Construction is set to begin on the first piece of the health-centered oneC1TY development in Nashville — which has the potential to be a spark-plug of Charlotte Avenue’s revival.

Metro government has granted JE Dunn Construction Co. a $28.7 million permit to build a four-story medical office building. A parking garage with 450 spaces will sit underneath the building.

Tennessee Orthopaedic Alliance will anchor the building, occupying half of its 120,000 square feet of office space. General manager Ryan Doyle said he’s close to signing two additional tenants that will each take up to 10,000 square feet.

Click here to read the full story published in the Nashville Business Journal









25 May 2014

Why Fareed Zakaria is partnering with Nashville's Global Action Platform

SHARE


At last November’s Global Action Summit, an annual program held by the Nashville-based Global Action Platform, columnist, author and TV host Fareed Zakaria delivered a keynote address. In the future, Summit attendees will get more than just a keynote address from Zakaria, though; he’s announced plans to serve as the moderator of the summit as part of an ongoing leadership role with the Global Action Platform.

“We were delighted to have Fareed last year as our closing keynote speaker at the summit,” said Scott Massey, chairman and CEO of the Global Action Platform….

Read the full story from the Nashville Business Journal
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10 January 2014

Building Healthy Places Initiative
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Cambridge applauds the efforts of the Urban Land Institute (ULI) which has embarked on a two-year campaign to educate the development community and the public at large about the benefits of healthful communities and work places.

See ULI’s video about its Building Healthy Places Initiative here.
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25 November 2013

Texas Health HEB Cancer Center Breaks Ground

SHARE


Officials from Texas Oncology, Texas Health Harris Methodist HEB Hospital, the City of Bedford and Cambridge Holdings gathered Friday afternoon to commemorate the groundbreaking of Texas Health HEB Cancer Center. In deference to a weather front that brought near freezing temperatures and cold rain, some 75 people gathered inside an adjacent medical office building for the event.

The project will comprise 40,000 square feet and will contain a broad range of cancer treatment services provided by Texas Oncology, one of the leading cancer care providers in Texas. Texas Oncology will consolidate from multiple offices into more efficient, accessible and patient-friendly space in the new building. Services provided will include medical oncology and radiation therapy delivered in a new linear accelerator vault.

Steven Paulson, M.D., Texas Oncology president, and physicians Thomas Anderson, M.D. and Ajay Dubey, M.D., noted that while all the services exist across the hospital campus today, bringing them together in the new building will make accessing care more convenient for cancer patients and their families and will improve coordination of care and enhance the team approach among clinicians.

Grant Callison, Cambridge vice president, who emceed the ceremony, said “This building marks the ninth project we have developed on a Texas Health Resources campus and the fourth for Texas Oncology. We are grateful for these relationships and are honored to play a role in helping both organizations provide state-of-the-art medical care and superb service to patients across North Texas.”

Debbie Paganelli, president of Texas Health HEB Hospital; Jim Griffin, Bedford Mayor; and Randy Riddile, Texas Health Chaplain, also spoke at the event. Before offering the opening prayer, Riddile joked that when people complain to him about the weather, he explains “I’m in customer service, not management!”

Officials gathered outdoors under a porte cochere for a relatively dry photo opportunity before heading out to the muddy site for more pictures.
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22 November 2013

Making the healthy choice the easy choice

SHARE


Jean-Claude Saada, Guest Columnist, for the Nashville Business Journal Nov 22nd, 2013 Publication.

My grandmother just turned 102 years old. She is a healthy, dynamic woman who still has a lot of living to do. Let me tell you what her secret is.

She has a fist — about half the size of mine — and she measures each of her meals with her fist. That’s how much she eats. She prays. She walks out to the garden and down to the market to buy fresh vegetables. She laughs with friends. She spends time with family. She has a great life.

In her century-plus on this earth, my grandmother has probably spent less than $100,000 on her health care costs. She doesn’t interact much with the health care system in her country, because she doesn’t need to.

Today, as we look at the astronomical costs of health care — $3 trillion each year in the United States and rising — we realize that the real challenge is not controlling the cost of care once someone becomes sick, but, like my grandmother, keeping them healthy in the first place.

That was the focus of our panel discussion at last week’s Global South Summit in Nashville, and that is also the “big idea” behind OneC1TY, the new development at 28th Avenue North and Charlotte Avenue that my company, Cambridge Holdings, is preparing to develop.

When former U.S. Sen. Bill Frist, who moderated our panel, asked me to describe how a real estate development like oneC1TY could actually stimulate a healthier way of living, my answer was, “by creating a neighborhood that makes the healthy choice, the easy choice.”

That’s our plan. On 19 acres, we plan to create a campus with office buildings and apartment buildings, connected by sidewalks and green space, with healthy food stores and retail shops at the street level and events and a community table on the weekends.

Health care providers and technology companies are the types of industries we are talking to about occupying the commercial space on the campus. We want companies that wish to give their employees environments that promote the wellness mindset that their businesses rely on for success. Our goal is to create synergy on the site between work and play, to create a home for mindful living.

My fellow panelists at the Summit talked about creating incentives for healthy behaviors, about exercise, diet, the education level of mothers and family income as critical factors in determining how healthy a person will be.

I agree all of these factors are critically important, and I also agree that using the built environment to create an incubator for the kind of mindful living that keeps people healthy is an incentive in and of itself. We think it’s the wave of the future.We think what begins in Nashville with the development of oneC1TY has the potential to become a global movement that could change the world.

And we’re very excited to begin the experiment, one fistful of good health at a time.

Jean-Claude Saada is chairman and chief executive officer of Cambridge Holdings, a Dallas-based health care real estate firm that is developing the oneC1TY project at 28th Avenue North and Charlotte Avenue in Nashville.

Follow this link to read the story as published by the Nashville Business Journal.
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14 November 2013

World leaders gather in Nashville to create abundance through innovation

SHARE


Nashville, Tennessee – The Global South Summit convened at Music City Center on November 11 and 12, bringing together 400 top executives and senior decision makers from the corporate, government, academic, media, finance, and NGO communities from around the world with a distinctive focus on creating abundance through innovation in food, health, and prosperity.

“Our ultimate goal is to advance global action to create food, health and prosperity in regional innovation hubs and mindful living communities around the U.S and world so that every individual has an opportunity to flourish,” said Scott T. Massey, Chairman and CEO of the Summit’s organizer, the CumberlandCenter.

Speakers included William Frist, M.D., former Majority Leader, U.S. Senate; Jean-Claude Saada, Chairman & CEO, Cambridge Holdings, Inc.; Bill Haslam, Governor of Tennessee; and Karl Dean, Nashville Mayor. Also speaking were leaders from international institutions such as the World Bank; governmental organizations such as the US Economic Development Administration and Small Business Administration; and leading universities, including Harvard, Notre Dame, Purdue, UC Davis, Vanderbilt and Southern Methodist University.

Keynote speakers were Fareed Zakaria, host of CNN’s Fareed Zakaria GPS and Editor at Large of TIME magazine; Peter Diamandis, Chairman & CEO of XPRIZE, which leads the world in designing and launching large incentive prizes to drive radical breakthroughs for the benefit of humanity; and Howard-Yana Shapiro, Chief Agricultural Officer at Mars, Incorporated, and Senior Fellow at UC Davis.


[image: alt]CNN’s Fareed Zakaria (left) speaks with Jean-Claude Saada in the oneC1TY Idea Lounge at the Global South Summit.


Six finalists took part in the Global Food & Health Innovation Challenge, a competitive investment opportunity to identify breakthrough prototypes, technologies and early-stage ventures that hold promise for transformative impact on health and food and are scalable business enterprises. Two hundred twenty international submissions were received. The candidate selected for the $1 million investment award was US Biologic of Memphis, Tennessee. US Biologics has developed a platform that disrupts the transmission cycle of Lyme disease, the #1 vector-borne disease in the world.

Two days of conference panels and presentations organized around improving global access to health, food and prosperity were accompanied by opportunities to engage with experts in year-round online working groups to address specific issues raised at the Summit; to learn about innovations at Nashville’s Innovation Center, at an event hosted by Mike Shmerling in the historic David G. Stone building and attended by the Governor and Mayor, both of whom welcomed Summit speakers and spoke about the importance of the event.

In addition, the Cambridge Mindful Living Foundation and oneC1TY hosted the oneC1TY Idea Lounge throughout the conference where participants met with colleagues, signed up for working groups, learned about mindful living philosophy and contributed ideas for Nashville’s oneC1TY project.

The Global South Summit is the signature event of the CumberlandCenter, a nonprofit university-business alliance. The Center serves as the global independent operating nonprofit of the Cambridge Mindful Living Foundation and as the onsite think tank and nonprofit convener at oneC1TY, the first fully implemented mindful living community in the United States now being developed in Nashville by Cambridge Holdings, Inc.
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11 November 2013

oneC1TY Nashville Groundbreaking
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Post by Cambridge Holdings, Inc.











30 October 2013

Global South Summit in Nashville to focus on food, health, prosperity issues

SHARE


The second annual Global South Summit will convene in Nashville on Nov. 11-12, bringing about 400 business executives, industry experts, scientists and students together to “build a road map for solving some of the biggest challenges facing our planet in food, health and economic prosperity,” according to the sponsors.

Among key guests for the event at the Music City Center will be CNN host and Time Magazine Editor-at-Large Fareed Zakaria and xPrize Foundation founder Peter Diamandis…

Read the full story in The Tennessean
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28 October 2013

oneC1TY nashville breaks ground with a blast
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Nashville, Tennessee – The commencement of construction on oneC1TY Nashville was commemorated October 24 with a groundbreaking ceremony on the 19-acre site. Because the initial phase of construction will include breaking up concrete pads and excavation for underground parking, the event concluded with a dramatic blast detonated by Jean-Claude Saada, Chairman & CEO of Cambridge; Ryan Doyle, oneC1TY General Manager; Edith Langster, Council Lady; and Karl Dean, Nashville Mayor, all of whom spoke at the event.

“We will use real estate here – where our neighbors and future oneC1TY occupants are the greatest minds in healthcare delivery, scientific research and discovery – to create a better lifestyle,” Saada said. “oneC1TY will support and celebrate an entirely new kind of healthcare: A healthy and mindful way of life, made easy.”


[image: alt]Jean-Claude Saada addresses the crowd gathered for the groundbreaking, saying “oneC1TY is about experiences, not about buildings.”


When fully developed, oneC1TY will be an eight-building community with more than 1 million square feet that will host a variety of companies and businesses, including those in the healthcare, life sciences and technology sectors of the global economy, as well as small entrepreneurs, from medical researchers to boutique retail outlets, from health service providers to restaurants.

More than 150 attendees enjoyed live music and refreshments provided by local food truck vendors. The celebration was staged inside a warehouse directly adjacent to the new 28th Avenue Connector bridge that borders the oneC1TY site and that unites midtown and north Nashville, connecting universities and healthcare institutions and provides bus, bike and pedestrian routes to enhance accessibility.

“This development is a great addition to our city” Mayor Dean said. “The 28th Avenue Connector was an important city project that has been needed for a long time. Extending the public-private partnership, I would like to commend oneC1TY on its community engagement. This project will directly improve the physical landscape of the burgeoning Charlotte corridor. But the work that oneC1TY is doing on healthy living initiatives can have, and I believe will have, an even greater impact on this community.”

Council Lady Langster, representing the district in which oneC1TY is being developed, said, “I would like to thank Jean-Claude for all that he and Cambridge are doing to make oneC1TY a reality. oneC1TY is going to bring jobs to this area and people to fill those jobs… and a new vision of what a work environment should be like. And it is going to further help bring the area north of Charlotte into a closer connection with the healthcare industry that our city is famous for.”

In addition to offices and retail, oneC1TY will include residential living opportunities, making oneC1TY a vibrant, active and walkable neighborhood with public spaces, plazas, courtyards and gathering areas – places to live, work, and recreate; and for all of Nashville to visit and enjoy. The warehouse in which the groundbreaking ceremony was staged will be dismantled as part of the development, but the rich wood from which it was constructed will be salvaged and repurposed as decking, pavilions, lattice and benches throughout the site – in keeping with the sustainable philosophy that underpins the oneC1TY development.


[image: alt]Above and Below: Ryan Doyle, oneC1TY General Manager; Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge Chairman and CEO; Edith Langster, Council Lady; Karl Dean, Mayor.
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25 October 2013

oneC1TY project begins
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Officials broke ground Thursday on the oneC1TY project, a technology innovation campus catering to the health care, life sciences and health related technology sectors.

Read the full story in The Tennessean

To see more photos and to follow coverage of the event follow oneC1TY onFacebook or Twitter


Chairman and CEO of Cambridge Holdings,

Jean-Claude Saada, takes the stage.


Mayor Dean, Council Lady Langster, Jean-Claude Saada and GM Ryan Doyle commemorate oneC1TY with a blast!
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Meet our partner in promoting collaboration and initiatives to create a healthier world.
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CumberlandCenter, a nonprofit spun out of Lebanon-based Cumberland University, is moving into OneC1TY, the organizations announced today. CumberlandCenter is OneC1TY’s second announced tenant, in addition to Tennessee Orthopaedic Alliance. CumberlandCenter aims to create an alliance between universities and businesses in Middle Tennessee to build a regional innovation hub.

Read the full story from The Nashville Business Journal
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Can oneC1TY make Nashville a model for healthy living?
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Various terms have been used to describe OneC1TY since it was announced in 2011: a high-tech health care campus, a mixed-use development, the short-lived Med Mart’s younger sibling…

Read the full story from The Nashville Business Journal
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Groundbreaking date set for oneC1TY project
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OneC1ty, the 19-acre health care technology and mixed-use campus slated for Charlotte Avenue, will break ground on Oct. 24, according to Ryan Doyle, the project’s general manager.

Read the full story in The Nashville Business Journal
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Mid-October groundbreaking targeted for oneC1TY
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Cambridge Holdings Inc. is targeting a mid-October groundbreaking for phase one of One City, the mixed-use multi-building development to focus on health care tenants and to front the 28th/31st Avenue Connector off Charlotte Avenue.

Read the full story in The Nashville Business Journal
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9 September 2013

Texas Health Dallas Cancer Center Breaks Ground
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DALLAS, TEXAS – Texas Health Resources hosted a ceremony on Friday to mark the beginning of construction of a new cancer center developed and owned by Cambridge on THR’s flagship Texas Health Dallas hospital campus. The project is a 45,000-square-foot medical office building featuring oncology, molecular imaging and cancer support services. Cambridge anticipates completion of construction in summer 2014.

Click here to read D Healthcare Daily’s article on the project, or for more information, visit Texas Health Dallas Cancer Center.
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Cambridge To Develop oneC1TY Nashville
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In the press:

	The oneC1TY health care technology campus planned on Charlotte Avenue has a new developer, The Tennessean reports.
	Cambridge Buys Land To Develop oneC1TY, Nashville Business Journal reports.


_____________________________________________

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE, AUGUST 30, 2013 – Cambridge Holdings, Inc., a national healthcare and mixed use real estate developer, has purchased 19 acres situated at Charlotte Avenue and the 28th/31st Avenue Connector known as the oneC1TY site.

Concurrent with the land transaction comes the announcement that Ryan Doyle, who has led the oneC1TY project from its inception, joins Cambridge as general manager of oneC1TY Nashville. Doyle previously worked with Health Care REIT as a vice president of the company’s medical facilities division.

“Cambridge brings 25 years of healthcare and large campus development expertise as well as visionary, entrepreneurial leadership and financial wherewithal to execute our development plan,” Doyle said. “With this transition we’re prepared to begin development of the oneC1TY campus, which will connect Midtown and North Nashville in an exciting and meaningful way, while accelerating opportunities to leverage the strengths of the higher education and healthcare platform who anchor our city’s economy.”

The development strategy remains focused on healthcare, life sciences, technology and commercial office uses designed to take advantage of the site’s proximity to Nashville’s existing anchor institutions in the urban core. Retail and residential buildings among the office structures will create a walkable, vibrant neighborhood featuring abundant green spaces, public parks and plazas, and venues for art, cultural activities and events.

“oneC1TY will be a collaborative, interactive place for professionals whose work promotes individual, community and global health; and for residents and visitors who are attracted to a place where healthy, mindful living is encouraged and supported” said Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge chairman and CEO. “We couldn’t be more pleased to be joining with Ryan and the city of Nashville to bring the oneC1TY vision into reality.”

Doyle reported that city approval of the site plan has been obtained and that Cambridge anticipates beginning construction of site infrastructure on the project soon. As previously announced, the Tennessee Orthopaedic Alliance (TOA) plans to relocate its Midtown location to become the anchor tenant for the first building at oneC1TY.

For more information about oneC1TY Nashville, click here.

 

About Cambridge 

Founded in 1987, Cambridge is a Dallas-based real estate firm specializing in the development and management of healthcare facilities, healthy communities and health enhancing services across the United States.

Cambridge projects are sustainable, vibrant places in which to receive health and wellness services, to live, work, learn and innovate. By design, they promote and support personal and societal well-being, in keeping with Cambridge’s passion for making positive differences in the lives of people and communities we serve.
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Gift from Cambridge Mindful Living Foundation Leads Philanthropic Efforts 

SHARE


ARLINGTON, Texas — Cancer affects more people than just the person diagnosed with the disease. It also affects the family and friends of people who are living with cancer.

Texas Health Resources has joined with Cancer Support Community North Texas to create one of the most comprehensive cancer care networks in North Texas. The collaboration supports Texas Health’s philosophy of treating the whole individual — body, mind and spirit — and recognizes the need to embrace not only the patient’s physical condition but also the emotional, spiritual, family and social impact of the illness.

A generous gift from the Cambridge Mindful Living Foundation in support of the endeavor is leading fundraising efforts on behalf of cancer patients and their families. The Foundation is a philanthropic organization founded by Dallas-based health-care real estate developer Cambridge Holdings Inc.

Cambridge chairman and CEO Jean-Claude Saada said, “Cancer Support Community’s expertise in offering essential support to cancer patients and their loved ones reinforces Texas Heath’s patient-centered philosophy and will mean the most comprehensive cancer care in North Texas. Cambridge is proud to support this important initiative.”

Click here to read the full article from Texas Health Resources.

“The Cambridge Mindful Living Foundation is leading the fundraising effort to add Cancer Support Community North Texas locations with a pledge of $1 million. The foundation is a philanthropic organization founded by Dallas-based health care real estate developer Cambridge Holdings Inc…”

Click here to read the full article published by the Dallas Morning News.
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Team Cambridge’s Justin Meaders Helps Others, Receives Honor 
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DALLAS, Texas – Team Cambridge Triathlon Racing team member Justin Meaders is currently being featured in a national television commercial for 5-hour Energy Drinks. Justin was selected as an “amazing person” by the drink company’s Foundation for inspiring and teaching others who have physical challenges to do their best. Justin is working towards a Commercial Pilot’s License and a Certified Flight Instructor rating. He shares his passion for flying, athletics and triathlon racing with others, especially children, and builds adaptive sports equipment for kids with disabilities. Justin received funding from the 5-hour Energy Helps Foundation to complete his flight training and to continue helping and inspiring others. We agree, Justin is an amazing person! Check out the TV spot here. http://www.teamcambridgetri.com/press.html
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3 June 2013

Cambridge MOVES!

SHARE


DALLAS, Texas – It’s official: Cambridge has a new home – The Cambridge Building, at 8383 Preston Center Plaza Drive in the University Park area of Dallas. Many staff members worked tirelessly over Memorial Day weekend to get the team situated in the our beautiful, light and bright offices to begin work on Tuesday morning. Finishing touches will continue for the next few weeks as we collaborate in our new surroundings and explore the neighborhood. Much more to come about the new space and how it reflects and complements Cambridge’s work. We’re excited to be here!


[image: Jean-Claude Saada and Lauren Mowery check out the new lobby]Jean-Claude Saada and Lauren Mowery check out the new lobby



[image: Carol Cumbie shows off the new finishes]Carol Cumbie shows off the new finishes



[image: Kyle Kirkpatrick arrives on Day 1, as finishing touches continue]Kyle Kirkpatrick arrives on Day 1, as finishing touches continue


[image: Kim McFarland and Lisa Lewis get unpacked]

Kim McFarland and Lisa Lewis get unpacked

[image: Kim McFarland and Lisa Lewis get unpacked]


[image: Steve Toton and Wendy Pearson share a laugh]Steve Toton and Wendy Pearson share a laugh



[image: Kathy Leftwich and Meghan Shaw are all smiles]Kathy Leftwich and Meghan Shaw are all smiles
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1 May 2013

Cambridge Building Construction Update

SHARE


DALLAS, Texas – With less than a month to go until move day, work at Cambridge’s new headquarters building is progressing at a fast pace. Cambridge logo signs are now up on three sides of the façade and on a monument at the south / main entrance. The interior design features an inboard plan with glass office fronts and skylights, enhancing views throughout the space; many areas for spontaneous meeting and collaboration; and the latest in high-tech touch screen computer displays in our boardroom and plan room, providing for great presentations and easy, paperless viewing and mark-up of our project development plans. We can’t wait to get in there!
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26 October 2012

Cambridge signs lease at The Plaza at Preston Center

SHARE


DALLAS, Texas –  News Release / Cambridge Holdings, Inc. has leased 18,756 square feet of office space at The Plaza at Preston Center’s new five-story mixed-use building, which will now be known as The Cambridge Building.

Cambridge, a national developer, owner and manager of healthcare facilities, will occupy the entire top floor and half of the third floor of the building upon its completion in the spring of 2013. As the largest and building-name tenant, Cambridge will have upper-floor signage on three sides and top placement on the monument.

“We are delighted to join the Preston Center community as the largest tenant in the new Cambridge Building,” said Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge chairman and CEO. “The vibrancy of the neighborhood and the walkable surroundings of the Plaza are complementary with our business activities. Our office space will reinforce the energy of the area and promote healthy habits and well being for our staff and visitors.”

The new Cambridge building is scheduled to be completed in the first quarter of 2013. The ground floor will be devoted to retail tenants, including True Food Kitchen and Matthew Trent. The second floor will be the new home of the University Park public library, with the remaining floors dedicated to office space. A new parking garage will add 450 new parking spaces to the center.

Jon Altschuler and Rebecca Rambie of Altschuler and Company represented The Plaza at Preston Center in the lease negotiations. Cambridge was self-represented.


[image: Cambridge Building]The new Cambridge Building will include company signage on three sides.


About Cambridge Holdings, Inc.

Cambridge is a Dallas-based real estate firm specializing in the development, acquisition, leasing, ownership and management of healthcare facilities in association with leading hospital systems and physicians across the United States. The firm has won 53 awards for quality and service over the past six years, as judged by its tenants and the Building Owners and Managers Association International.

###

Cambridge’s new office received the following press coverage (click names to view articles):

Dallas Business Journal

Park Cities People
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8 October 2012

Team Cambridge Joins Cancer Support Community Run

SHARE


DALLAS, Texas – More than 20 members of Cambridge’s staff, family members and Triathlon team turned out on Saturday for the second annual ONE RUN held by Cancer Support Community North Texas.

ONE RUN 2012 included a 1k walk and a 5k run. Team Cambridge’s own John Morgan and Lesley Greenwood Burke were 5k winners with times of 17:42 and 20:10, respectively. The event was held at Dallas’ Reverchon Park and along the popular Katy Trail and included a post-run party featuring food, music, and family fun activities.

Cancer Support Community North Texas is the only Texas affiliate of Cancer Support Community, the largest international non-profit dedicated to providing support, education, hope and community to people affected by cancer. CSCNT offers a wide variety of support and networking groups, educational presentations, workshops and social events for those who have been touched by cancer.

Cambridge is building out space for CSCNT activities in several Cambridge-owned buildings across North Texas to assist CSCNT with its expansion of services to cancer patients, families and friends. To learn more, visit www.cancersupporttexas.org


[image: alt]A few of Team Cambridge’s ONE RUN participants who turned on a chilly, drizzly morning to support CSCNT.



[image: alt]Lesley Greenwood Burke and John Morgan
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17 September 2012

Cambridge joins Texas Health in Community Celebration

SHARE


FORT WORTH, Texas – North Fort Worth and surrounding area residents arrived on Saturday by the thousands to enjoy a free community celebration and preview of Texas Health Harris Methodist Hospital Alliance and Cambridge’s attached Professional Building, both of which will begin seeing patients this week.

The celebration featured guided hospital and professional building tours, technology demonstrations, bone density screenings and blood pressure checks, car sear safety education and demonstrations, physician booths and live entertainment from local community groups and schools. Popular attractions for children included a miniature train to ride, a bounce house, an inflatable obstacle course, balloon artists, face painting, crafts, caricature artists and a photo booth. Visitors enjoyed healthy snacks and chef-prepared creations from the hospital café.

Cambridge tenants greeted guests and shared information about their practices in the lobby of the professional building. Representatives from HER OB/Gyn, Envision Imaging, Texas Health Alliance Therapy Center, Digestive Health Associates and Spine Team Texas were in attendance. Also practicing in the building will be Obstetrix Medical Group, Texas Health Women’s Imaging, DFW Colon & Rectal Surgery, P.A. and Cancer Support Community.

Texas Health Alliance is Texas Health Resources’ newest full-service hospital, featuring 50 inpatient beds, emergency services, women’s and infants’ services, imaging, physical therapy, surgery, business and occupational health, general medicine and wellness, education and support networks.

Situated at I-35W and Golden Triangle Boulevard, the hospital will provide services closer to home for residents of north Fort Worth, Keller, North Richland Hills and Haslet, who have been driving south into downtown Fort Worth or north to Denton to receive hospital care.

“This facility is truly built by the community, for the community,” said Winjie Tang Miao, president of Texas Health Alliance. “We have brought best practices from across the Texas Health system and the country to this hospital in order to deliver the health care this community deserves.”


[image: Texas Health in Community Celebration]The labyrinth, situated between the hospital and the Professional Building and designed to encourage walking along the calming pathways, was a popular attraction during the community celebration.
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17 February 2012

Physicians & Officials Celebrate “Sledge Fest”

SHARE


ARLINGTON, Texas – Physicians, practice administrators, hospital and health system executives and city officials gathered yesterday evening to celebrate demolition of the “900 Building” on the Texas Health Arlington Memorial Hospital campus. Demolition of the 1960’s era building will prepare the way for a new medical office project being developed by Cambridge Healthcare Properties. The 56,000-square-foot building will house physicians and services from cardiac care provider HeartPlace and cancer treatment center Texas Oncology, among others.


[image: alt]The new medical office building will be completed in late 2012.


Attendees at the event, dubbed “Sledge Fest,” were thanked by Cambridge President David Ashworth, Arlington Memorial Hospital President Kirk King and Arlington Mayor Robert Cluck, M.D., for their diligence in seeing this project through the planning stages.

The project is being executed in phases, including abatement and demolition of the 900 Building’s rotunda to provide room for construction of the new building. Once construction is complete, HeartPlace will move its operations from the 900 Building into the new building; the 900 Building will be abated and demolished; and a new parking lot will be constructed on its former footprint to support the new building.


[image: alt]Cambridge President David Ashworth speaks while 
 AMH Hospital President Kirk King looks on.


In a lighthearted speech Ashworth presented a number of items that will help see doctors, administrators and patients through construction of the building and parking. Stress balls, ear plugs, traffic vests, aspirin and pedometers were among the giveaways. He noted that while the process will be trying at times, Cambridge’s staff will work to mitigate the inconvenience with services like valet parking for patients while the new parking lot is being built.


[image: alt]Attendee gifts


Attendees were invited to don hardhats and safety glasses and to “take a swing” at a wall with sledgehammers, commemorating replacement of the 900 Building with the new property. Construction will begin in early March. HeartPlace is expected to move into its new quarters in late 2012, with Texas Oncology and other tenants joining in early 2013.


[image: alt]Above and Below: Taking a swing at the Sledge Fest wall.
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28 November 2011

Comparing Apples to Apples

SHARE


Cambridge’s own Elize Pruske is featured in this month’s issue of San Antonio MD News.

To read the article, click here
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7 September 2011

Mercy Physicians Plaza Welcomes New Tenant

SHARE


ROGERS, Arkansas – Mercy Physicians Plaza welcomed a new Pulmonology & Neurology Clinic to the facility this week. Cambridge’s property manager, Cheryl Filla, treated the staff to lunch as they readied the space to begin seeing patients. The new Clinic, staffed by four physicians, three nurses and five staff employees, joins the existing Cardiology & Cardiovascular Clinics on the second floor. The Pulmonology & Neurology Clinic occupies 4,500 square feet and is expected to serve 50 patients per day.

In other Rogers news, Mercy Physicians Plaza’s connector bridge is under construction and will open by the end of October. The bridge will connect the Plaza building to the Hospital at the first and second levels. On the second level, the structure will allow patients and physicians to move easily back and forth between cardiovascular services in the Plaza and in the Hospital, which features inpatient cardiovascular testing and laboratory services at the second level.
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16 August 2011

Texas Health Alliance Project “Tops Out”

SHARE


FORT WORTH, Texas — Construction of Texas Health Harris Methodist Hospital Alliance, Texas Health Resources’ newest full-service hospital project including an attached 75,000-square-foot medical office building developed by Cambridge, “topped out” Friday August 12. Texas Health, community leaders and members of the design, development and construction team celebrated at a ceremony marking completion of structural work on the project. The event included attendees signing the last steel beam and culminated with the traditional hoisting of an evergreen tree to the top of the building.


[image: alt]Ceremonial signing of the beam


In remarks before the crowd, Doug Hawthorne, Texas Health’s CEO, said “This hospital is a symbol of where health care is going. It will be about health, not just sickness, and that’s important to a young community like we’re serving here. We can be an example of helping people prevent illness and injury and keep them out of the most expensive part of healthcare today, the hospital.” Noting that when people do need hospitals, this one will be different, he continued “We’ve traveled the country to find the latest and greatest in terms of how healthcare is being delivered in communities around the country and we’ve brought the best of the best to put in this location. It is a transformational hospital.”


[image: alt]Winjie Tang Miao
Texas Health Alliance president


Winjie Tang Miao, President of the new hospital, thanked Cambridge, community developer Hillwood, general contractor The Beck Group, and project architect Perkins + Will for their contributions and support. She demonstrated how technology will improve experiences and outcomes by tracking patients as they receive services in the hospital, providing faster response times to their needs and desires, and enhancing the ability to pinpoint and control the spread of infection. She then discussed the innovative pre-fabrication techniques being used in construction. “We’re one of the first businesses in the United States to use pre-fab in the construction of this hospital. Not only is it cost effective, but it also saves time. We know this is a growing community that wants health care services sooner than later … we’ll be able to shave months off our construction schedule to open next September.”


[image: alt]Lifting the evergreen tree to the top of the building


The project is situated at near the intersection of Interstate 35W and Golden Triangle Boulevard in north Fort Worth, near Alliance Airport. Texas Health Alliance is part of a 17,000-acre mixed-use development.

Read more at http://www.texashealth.org
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28 July 2011

Is it that time again already?

SHARE


Cambridge’s own Elize Pruske is featured in this month’s issue of San Antonio MD News.

To read the article, click here
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29 June 2011

San Diego Team Takes Top Prize – International TOBY

SHARE


Cambridge Healthcare Properties’ San Diego property management team and the Cambridge-developed Physicians Medical Center of San Diego were awarded the highest honor in the commercial real estate management industry, the International “TOBY” (Medical Office category), at the Building Owners & Managers Association (BOMA) Outstanding Building of the Year Awards Banquet held on June 28 in Washington, D.C.

The TOBY Award program is the most prestigious and comprehensive in the commercial real estate industry, recognizing quality in office buildings and rewarding excellence in office building management. The program recognizes quality in hundreds of communities around the country, first at the local level, then regional and culminating in the international awards that are bestowed at the annual TOBY Awards Banquet.

The International TOBY has been described as the “Academy Award” of the commercial real estate industry. All facets of a building’s operations are thoroughly evaluated during the judging process including tenant relations, community impact and employee programs. Detailed property inspections, floor plans, building standards and photographs are also judged as part of the competition.

Physicians Medical Center of San Diego, developed by Cambridge, includes two medical buildings comprising 176,435 square feet along with a seven-level parking structure. The complex is situated at 7910 Frost Street, one of the most visible corners in Kearny Mesa, directly across from the Rady Children’s Hospital and Sharp Memorial Hospital campuses. The property opened in 2006 and includes 43 medical tenants.

Physicians Medical Center of San Diego’s International TOBY award followed wins in the San Diego County and Pacific Southwest Regional TOBY competitions for which awards were presented in November 2010 and May 2011, respectively.


[image: alt]Building management from left: Fabian Benavides, Nancy Clayton-Ross, “De” Glazewski, Jo Clare Sullivan, Brook Balkwill


“BOMA has recognized what we already knew – that our team is the best in the business,” said Jean-Claude Saada, Cambridge chairman and CEO. “We are so proud of our San Diego crew, and with this award we renew the commitment that all our teams across the country share – to provide our tenants, their staffs and their patients and families with the highest quality buildings in our industry and with exceptional service every single day, in every single encounter.”

Cambridge’s on-site staff includes Nancy Clayton-Ross, Senior Property Manager; DeWayne “De” Glazewski, Senior Building Engineer; Brook Balkwill, Building Engineer II; and Jo Clare Sullivan, Tenant Services Coordinator.

About Cambridge

Cambridge Healthcare Properties (www.cambridgeinc.com) is a developer, owner and manager of healthcare facilities developed across the United States in association with leading health systems and physicians.
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12 May 2011

San Diego Team Receives Pacific Southwest TOBY Award

SHARE


Cambridge’s San Diego property team accepted the 2010-2011 Pacific Southwest regional TOBY in the Medical Office category at BOMA San Diego’s monthly luncheon on May 11. Presentation of the regional award followed Physician Medical Center’s November 2010 win in the local competition. The building will now compete in the 2010-2011 International TOBY competition where winners will be announced during the BOMA conference in Washington, D.C. in June.

TOBY (“The Outstanding Building of the Year”) awards honor buildings that demonstrate excellence in overall building operations and management. All facets of a building’s operations and programs are thoroughly evaluated, including building management, operational efficiency, tenant retention, emergency planning and community impact. Since inception in 1985, the TOBY Awards have grown into a notable program at the local association, regional conference and international levels.

Congratulations to Cambridge’s on-site staff: Nancy Clayton-Ross, Senior Property Manager; DeWayne “De” Glazewski, Senior Building Engineer; Brook Balkwill, Building Engineer II; and Jo Clare Sullivan, Tenant Services Coordinator, who worked tirelessly to prepare the entry for The Outstanding Building of the Year while continuing to maintain the building in award-winning fashion.

About Cambridge

Cambridge Healthcare Properties (www.cambridgeinc.com) is a developer, owner and manager of healthcare facilities developed across the United States in association with leading health systems and physicians.









14 April 2011

Flexibility in Leasing Medical Office Space

SHARE
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Cambridge’s own Elize Pruske is featured in this month’s issue of San Antonio MD News.

Here’s an excerpt:

As the largest industry in the United States, the delivery and financing of health care is exceedingly complex and ever changing. Physicians who prepare themselves for that change through the flexibility that a lease can provide will be better off than those who don’t.


To read the rest of the article, click here
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8 March 2011

Property Seminar A Success In Spite of Weather

SHARE


Cambridge’s annual Property Management Seminar took place February 8th-10th in Dallas. Property teams from around the country gathered for three days of training, teambuilding and awards. This was the first year property managers, tenant service coordinators, and building engineers were all in town for seminars at the same time, and the new format proved to be quite a success.

[image: alt]

The managers & TSCs met on Tuesday, we had a joint session on Wednesday, and then we wrapped up with our building engineers on Thursday. Our agenda included property budgeting, how to communicate effectively with tenants and coworkers, working through leasing and tenant build-outs, and the fundamentals of managing a property from property inspections to tenant events. We were able to discuss important issues, share ideas across properties and departments, and establish some new and improved procedures on the spot as a result of the open dialogue.

[image: alt]

One of the most important aspects of this year’s seminar was the participation of the entire company (including corporate departments). This setup allowed us to receive and give feedback which will help us grow together as a cohesive team. As part of our teambuilding, we had planned an off-site bowling outing for the entire company. Unfortunately, the weather had other plans for us. Not only did we have some travel challenges, thanks to record freezing temperatures and snow in North Texas, we were unable to travel to the bowling alley. With some quick and positive thinking, we moved our bowling field trip to the 60th floor of Cambridge’s headquarters office. We worked together and came up with a plan – bowling with weight-training balls and half-full water bottles as the pins. Talk about teamwork!

During the seminar, we joked about overusing the word “collaborative,” but I can’t say it enough…and our seminar is proof that collaboration works. It’s about putting the individual skills and talents of our property and corporate teams together behind our collective commitment to excellence – that’s what gives our tenants and patients a level of service they won’t find anywhere except in a Cambridge healthcare property.
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Building mindful healthy living communities
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Policies to Promote Inclusive Urban Growth
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A Walk Through ONEC1TY 
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ONEC1TY Groundbreaking 
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ALIVE Festival 
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C1TYBLOX Launch 
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Disruptive Design 
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CoverMyMeds Animation 
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Find out more about mindful healthy living, MADE EASY.®
We’d love to hear from you.







Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
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Comment or Message *

Phone
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Cambridge Holdings Incorporated

8383 Preston Center Plaza Drive, 5th Floor
 Dallas, TX 75225
Main: 214.871.7337
 Toll Free: 888.522.5624

Email: [email protected]



Regional Offices:
• Nashville, TN   • Charlotte, NC
• Columbus, OH   • Phoenix, AZ
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